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Bar Library Membership: Now More Than Ever 

Dear Members and Members To Be, 

Perhaps at no time since the founding of the Library in 1840 has a Bar Library 

membership carried with it the significance that it does this year.   

 As a result of the current pandemic, all of us have had to make adjustments to the manner 

in which we do things, as old methods of thought and action have been cut off from us.  The 

Library is no exception.  Although we were closed to in person usage for a number of months, 

thanks to the leadership and actions of Chief and Administrative Judge Carrion, the Library was 

able to provide our members with material they literally could not get anywhere else, through 

utilization of e-mail and curbside pick-up.  We were one of the few, perhaps the only, law library 

not to have ceased operations even for a day.  If you, like many others are still hesitant to venture 

forward, we continue to use these methods to deliver material to our members.  Although we like 

having you here, as they say on those school raffle tickets “need not be present to win,” or as 

in our case, to get what you need.     

 Although nothing can compare to the loss of human life, the economic impact of what 

has transpired over the past months has been devastating.  The legal profession has not been 

immune from what has transpired.   

 For many years I have spoken of the economic soundness of a Bar Library membership.  

This has never been truer than it is today.  All of us are trying to find ways to cut expenses, to 

make up for a diminution of income.  For $250.00, the cost of a Bar Library membership, your 

need to purchase anything in the way of legal materials has been significantly reduced or even 

eliminated.  The Bar Library’s collections circulate.  Everything from the Maryland Code to a 

particular treatise can be borrowed and used in your office, or, even taken to court.  Our 

collection of Westlaw databases is extensive.  If you want to maintain a basic subscription in 

your office and then rely upon the Library for more thorough online research, the savings to you 

would be substantial.  Access to our databases, while in the Library, through use of the Library’s 

wi-fi, could be effectuated through your own laptops, allowing you to cut and paste material into 



whatever file you might want to designate.  It is all Free and it is Unlimited.  If you cannot make 

it to the Library call or e-mail us your search, or whatever material you might want, and we will 

e-mail it to you.     

 While other law libraries around the state continue to downsize, the Library has 

maintained and expanded its collections and moves forward.  Founded by the bar, for the bar, the 

Library continues to perform a vital role for those who would not have access to such a 

collection anywhere else.   

 For yourself, for others, I ask that you continue your membership with the Library, and 

that if you are not a member, to think about becoming one.  A non-profit company, the Library 

was organized and has existed for the past 180 years for the sole purpose of meeting the 

informational needs of its members. 

 Be well, take care and we hope to see you soon.     

Joseph W. Bennett 

 

President’s Letter 

 
In this issue we include, in addition to our usual recurring features, two unconnected 

publications.  The first is our board member John Connolly’s definitive article on “Habeas 

Corpus in Maryland,” illuminated by his experience as counsel for one of the Guantanamo 

detainees.  The article is reprinted from the Library’s 2017 monograph, The Maryland 

Constitution at 150: a Symposium and Appraisal.   The second publication is a symposium on 

Maryland transportation policy conducted nearly twenty years ago which has not lost its 

pertinence.  While there are now contactless toll gates and some use of time-of-day pricing, this 

is one area of policy where the technology is still far ahead of the politics. 

 

George W. Liebmann 

 

 

Advertising Opportunities 

 The Bar Library would like to first and foremost express its appreciation to the 

companies that have supported the Library and its efforts through the placement of 

advertisements in the Advance Sheet.  Second, however we would like to advance the possibility 

to you of placing your own ad.  With over 12,500 contacts and growing, consisting primarily of 

members of the Maryland Bar, and an average open rate for the Advance Sheet of twenty per 

cent, which is approximately twice the national average, the chance to have others hear what you 

have to say is quite good.  If, say for example, you would like to have other members of the Bar 

know your specialty, or other facts of relevance, think about running an advertisement with us.  



With social gatherings and bar functions on hold, normal avenues for seeking potential business 

closed, an ad in the Advance Sheet could be an easy, affordable and effective method of 

communicating what you have to say.  If you would like to know more give me a call at 410-

727-0280 or send an e-mail to jwbennett@barlib.org. 

                Joe Bennett  

 

Library Company of the Baltimore Bar 
100 North Calvert Street                                                                                                                 

Room 618, Mitchell Courthouse                                                                                                  

Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Joseph W. Bennett      410-727-0280                                                    

Librarian       jwbennett@barlib.org 

      

ORDER FORM 

Please set forth the following Information: 

Company Name: ______________________________________________ 

Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Billing Address: ______________________________________________ 

Telephone Number: ___________________________________________ 

E-Mail Address: ______________________________________________ 

 

Type Of Ad: 

_____ 1/6 page – four issues - $200 

_____  1/6 page – twenty-four issues - $1,000  
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Habeas Corpus in Maryland 
by John J. Connolly

* 

 

The General Assembly shall pass no Law suspending the privilege of the Writ of Habeas 

Corpus. 

— Maryland Constitution (1867) art. III, § 55. 

 

On July 4, 1861, with the winds of rebellion circling Washington D.C., President Lincoln 

defended his suspension of the writ of habeas corpus in a long speech to Congress. “Are all the 

laws but one to go unexecuted, and the Government itself go to pieces lest that one be 

violated?”
1
 On September 18, 1867, the people of Maryland responded: yes.  

On that date Maryland ratified its fourth and present state constitution. The previous three did 

not treat habeas corpus as a constitutional right. By contrast, since 1789 the United States 

Constitution had preserved a federal right of habeas corpus through the Suspension Clause – a 

right so significant that some framers believed it obviated the need for a bill of rights. The so-

called Great Writ was deemed flexible enough to rectify virtually any unlawful encroachment on 

liberty.
2
 Yet even the federal framers permitted suspension of habeas corpus “when in cases of 

rebellion or invasion the public safety may require it.”
 3

 

The comparable provision of the present Maryland Constitution has no exception. Section 55 

of Article III provides simply that “the General Assembly shall pass no Law suspending the 

privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus.” On its face that clause means no suspension of the writ 

during rebellion, invasion, riot, natural disaster, public health emergency, quarantine, or anything 

else. Nor may the governor or a judge or an administrative official do what the General 

Assembly cannot, for in Maryland “no power of suspending Laws or the execution of Laws, 

unless by, or derived from the Legislature, ought to be exercised, or allowed.”
4
 

The convention delegates never explained their unconditional ban on the suspension of 

habeas, but it never seemed like a difficult question given the political climate in post-war 

Maryland. By and large the men who wrote the 1867 Constitution bore a massive grudge against 

the federal government for imprisoning many Marylanders, including some of them, without 

permitting review by habeas corpus. This is the short and simple answer as to why Maryland 

exalts the writ of habeas corpus. The long answer, provided by this article, explores the evolution 

and significance of habeas corpus throughout Maryland’s history, and what that history means 

for the legal status of the writ today.  

 

I. HABEAS IN PRAETERITUM 

A. Provincial Maryland (1632 to 1773) 

A peculiarity of the legal profession is that the study of its history is often consequential 

rather than academic. A modern doctor treating a febrile patient has zero interest in what a 
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forebear would have done in 1789. An analogous question for a lawyer can make all the 

difference, at least in certain areas, including in particular the scope and effect of habeas corpus. 

The Supreme Court has held that “at the absolute minimum, the Suspension Clause protects the 

writ ‘as it existed in 1789.’”
5
  

This has prompted a lot of swimming in the murky waters of common law habeas corpus.
6
 

Because federal courts had little use for habeas before the Civil War, the focus has often been on 

habeas in state and provincial courts, as well as the courts of England. These studies are 

complicated by the manifold forms of habeas corpus at common law, whose boundaries 

sometimes overlapped or disintegrated as the writ evolved. In general, the form of the common-

law writ of most interest today is habeas corpus ad subjiciendum, which was directed to one 

person (such as a jailer) who had custody of another (such as a prisoner). The prisoner petitions a 

judge for a writ of habeas corpus. If the petition meets minimal standards, the judge issues the 

writ, which is simply an order to the jailer. The order requires the jailer to make a “return” – 

literally to return the writ to the court at a specified date and time, along with the body of the 

prisoner and an explanation of the grounds for detention. The judge reads the return and may or 

may not hear further explanation from the parties; these procedures varied and evolved over 

time. At the end of the hearing the judge issues one of three orders with respect to the body of 

the prisoner: discharge (release); remand (back to jail); or bail (release with conditions). A 

failure to make the return could bring punitive measures against the jailer. The procedure was 

designed to be rapid and nontechnical. The jailer did not even need a new piece of paper; the 

explanation for custody was often written on the back of the writ and tendered to the judge as the 

return. 

 Although this use of habeas is widely understood in the United States as the fundamental 

judicial restraint against arbitrary executive detention, the common-law basis for that principle is 

somewhat clouded by the English system, in which the writ theoretically issued for the king’s 

benefit. As Sir William Blackstone explained, “the king is at all times entitled to have an 

account, why the liberty of any of his subjects is restrained, wherever that restraint may be 

inflicted.”
7
 Certain forms of the writ are more consistent with this principle than others, and 

perhaps for that reason they were much more common in provincial Maryland. 

The Province of Maryland probably acquired whatever right to habeas corpus was embedded 

in the Magna Carta and thereafter developed through the English common law or the Habeas 

Corpus Act of 1679.
8
 Certainly some forms of the writ were in frequent use in Maryland’s 

provincial courts. Versions of the writ were used to transfer a prisoner confined by one court’s 

process to face new allegations in a superior court; or to transfer a prisoner to face execution on a 

judgment; or to transfer a prisoner to provide testimony.
9
 These appear to be the most common 

uses of the writ in Maryland’s provincial courts. 

The writ of habeas corpus cum causa (or sometimes cum causa detentionis) allowed a 

defendant in an inferior court “to remove the action into a superior court, commanding the 

inferior judges to produce the body of the defendant, together with the day and cause of his 

caption and detainer … to do and receive whatever the king’s court shall consider in that 

                                                 
5
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behalf.”
10

 Scholars have suggested that this is the form that evolved into the Great Writ that 

became a universal restraint on arbitrary detention.
11

 In provincial Maryland, the writ cum causa 

“meant, in effect, that the cause would be tried” in the superior court in the first instance,
12

 and 

therefore as a practical matter a case proceeding on what was effectively an interlocutory appeal 

through a writ cum causa could be hard to distinguish from a case proceeding on original 

jurisdiction through a writ ad subjiciendum.  

Archival reports indicate that the provincial government of Maryland recognized habeas 

corpus as a remedy against unlawful incarceration, although which tribunal or government 

official could issue the writ, and whether the court had issued a writ ad subjiciendum or cum 

causa, was not always clear. A reported decision of the Provincial Court in 1692 made clear that 

the writ cum causa had force. The petitioner argued that the County Court of Anne Arundel had 

continued hearing a case after the Provincial Court issued a writ of habeas corpus cum causa. 

The Provincial Court ordered the judges of the County Court “be summoned to appear before 

this Court at the next term to answer their contempt in disobeying their Majesties’ said writ of 

Habeas Corpus to them directed.”
13

 

In 1707, in a case that may have involved multiple forms of the writ, Thomas Macnemara was 

held in contempt of a decree of the provincial High Court of Chancery requiring him to “deliver 

his wife certain Necessarys and pay her 15 ls p annum by half yearly payments untill they should 

agree to Cohabitt.”
14

 Mr. Macnemara, held in custody by the Serjeant at Arms, apparently 

petitioned for a writ of habeas corpus with a common law court, which admitted him to bail. The 

Provincial Court reviewed the decision and unanimously decided that the bailing of Mr. 

Macnemara was “Extrajudiciall and illegall,” apparently on the ground that the Habeas Corpus 

Act of 1679 only permitted release in criminal cases, and that a single common law judge had no 

authority to issue a writ of habeas corpus releasing a person held in contempt of decrees of a high 

court of chancery.
15

 The arguments of the parties made clear that common law judges had 

authority to issue writs of habeas corpus in the province in other circumstances.  

A 1768 case shows the difficulty of distinguishing between forms of the writ. A “Languishing 

Prisoner in [a] Charles County” jail named John Doncastle filed a petition with “the Honourable 

the Lower House of Assembly of the Province of Maryland.”
16

 A fellow prisoner filed a similar 

petition. The petitions set forth a tale of woeful conditions at a prison run by Richard Lee, sheriff 

of Charles County. As Doncastle wrote: 

The Cold Winds blowing through the House and the snow driving on us and our Beds, in 

this Deplorable Condition we Continued till the 24th day of December then the sheriff sent 

in a Kettle to make a fire in but as there was no Chimney to vent the smoak but a hole in 

the Door eight Inches wide and Twelve Inches deep it is impossible to describe what we 
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 See Dallin Oaks, Habeas Corpus in the States: 1776-1865, 32 U. Chi. L. Rev. 253, 253 & n.3 (1965). 
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 Carroll T. Bond, Introduction, in Carroll T. Bond and Richard B. Morris eds., Proceedings of the Maryland 

Court of Appeals 1695-1729, at xxix (1933), reprinted in 77 Archives of Maryland. 
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Byrnes, Commemorative Histories of the Bench and Bar: In Celebration of the Bicentennial of Baltimore City 1797-

1997, 27 U. Balt. L. F. 5, 6 (1997).  
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 25 Archives of Maryland, Proceedings of the Council of Maryland, 1698-1731, at 231 (1905).  
15

 See id. at 232-33.  
16

 32 Archives of Maryland, Proceedings of the Council of Maryland, 1761-1770, at 337 (1912).  



suffered with the Smoak yet we were obliged to bear it or be froze to Death as some of us 

were frost bit and all sick with a disorder in our Heads and Eyes occasioned by the Smoak 

and hardship we had suffered with wet and cold and continued in this deplorable Condition 

till the 27th day of February 1769.
17

 

Doncastle continues in this vein long enough for the reader to wonder whether he was a bit of 

an embellisher.
18

 In the end Doncastle prayed that “your Honors … grant such Relief as you may 

in your Wisdom and goodness think just and reasonable,” and he specifically requested an 

“Order of Habeas Corpus” to bring himself and several other prisoners, along with the sheriff, 

“to the Barr of your Honorable House.”
19

 The Lower House of Assembly ordered the Serjeant at 

Arms to take the sheriff into custody and “have him at the barr of this House” in part to answer 

the petitions against him complaining of misconduct toward prisoners at his jail. The Committee 

of Grievances and Courts of Justice commissioned depositions of witnesses, a procedure more 

suggestive of a civil trial than a habeas hearing. 

Although it took several months for Lee to respond, when he did he proved to be Doncastle’s 

equal in blarney. Lee assembled testimony from a number of witnesses who described his prison 

as a model of solicitude and his prisoners practically as adjunct members of his family. His 

housekeeper testified that the prisoners received conjugal visits for “two or Three Nights at a 

time” and spouses often dined in Lee’s house.
20

 Another sheriff testified that Doncastle was an 

incorrigible rabble-rouser who constantly urged prisoners to escape, and the “said John 

Doncastle during his Confinement in Portobacco was so very abusive and his Language so Gross 

that very few People chose to go near the Prison for fear of the Lash of his Abusive Tongue.”
21

 A 

co-prisoner was described as “a most impudent saucy Fellow and capable by Inclination to do 

any bad Act.”
22

 John Doncastle, as the housekeeper put it, “was continually abusing the whole 

Family without any occasion in such a Blackguard manner that it would not be decent to 

repeat.”
23

 The Council ultimately decided that there were “not sufficient Grounds arising from 

the behavior of the said Sheriff to inflict a further Punishment on him by removing him from his 

Office.”
24

 

So by the time of the American Revolution the inhabitants of the Province of Maryland had 

some familiarity with habeas corpus as a remedy for unlawful detention, although it is difficult to 

determine the frequency or importance of its use for that purpose.  

B. War and Constitution (1774 to 1850) 

Maryland’s first state constitution, adopted (never ratified) in 1776, was the product of an 

assembly of delegates that had been meeting intermittently as the Convention of Maryland since 

1774. The Convention sat as a form of provincial legislature outside the ambit of the British 
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proprietary regime.
25

 The eighth session of the Convention overlapped with the convention of 

delegates in Philadelphia that produced the Declaration of Independence.
26

 The ninth and last 

session of the Convention met in the fall of 1776, and adopted a declaration of rights and 

constitution in November of that year.
27

 

Although reports of the ninth Convention session are sparse, habeas apparently was not a 

significant concern. The topic was mentioned briefly in the instructions Anne Arundel County 

citizens gave to their Convention representatives; one of the many instructions stated “[t]hat the 

trial by jury be held and kept sacred and the habeas corpus preserved.”
28

 But the word habeas 

does not appear in the proceedings of the ninth session or in text of the 1776 constitution.  

A few of the original colonies did recognize habeas or an equivalent right in their initial state 

constitutions,
29

 but none of these constitutions preceded Maryland’s and therefore the 

Convention delegates had no model provision to consider and perhaps copy.
30

 Still, by 1780 

Massachusetts had included a robust protection of habeas corpus in its constitution,
31

 drafted by 

John Adams. The federal constitution followed in 1789 with the Suspension Clause. Some of the 

original 13 states then added habeas provisions to their constitutions in the first half of the 19
th

 

Century, and all of the states admitted after 1789 had constitutional provisions protecting habeas. 

But habeas does not seem to have risen to the level of a constitutional concern in Maryland 

during this period. Of the 34 states in existence at the start of the Civil War, only Maryland and 

South Carolina lacked a constitutional provision explicitly protecting the writ of habeas corpus.
32

 

Some commentators have suggested that the omission of habeas from many pre-1789 state 

constitutions was a sign of the writ’s ubiquity in the colonies rather than its insignificance.
33

 One 

might argue that the drafters of Maryland’s 1776 constitution protected the writ through other 

provisions and therefore a dedicated provision was unnecessary. The declaration of rights, for 

instance, prohibited suspension of the laws “unless by or derived from the Legislature,”
34

 a 
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30
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provision that survives to this day.
35

 The declaration also provided that “the inhabitants of 

Maryland are entitled to the common law of England … and to the benefit of such of the English 

statutes, as existed at the time of their first emigration, and which, by experience, have been 

found applicable to their local and other circumstances, and of such others as have been since 

made in England, or Great Britain, and have been introduced, used and practiced by the courts of 

law or equity.”
36

 Some founding-era documents suggest that the framers might have understood 

this provision to protect habeas corpus, however indirectly.
37

 

Finally, the 1776 declaration of rights included an early version of a due process clause: “That 

no freeman ought to be taken, or imprisoned, or disseised of his freehold, liberties or privileges, 

or outlawed, or exiled, or in any manner destroyed, or deprived of his life, liberty, or property, 

but by the judgment of his peers, or by the law of the land.”
38

 Some 100 years later the Attorney 

General of Maryland would argue that this provision “was an absolute recognition of the 

perpetual right of the citizen to the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus, because the qualifying 

words in the Article, ‘or by the law of the land,’ which are found also in the clause cited from the 

Great Charter, are to be interpreted only as meaning, ‘without due process of law.’”
39

 He further 

argued that this constitutional right of habeas could not be suspended pursuant to the anti-

suspension clause in the original declaration of rights. Thus he concluded that the habeas clause 

added in the 1867 constitution was merely “the re-assertion in another form of a constitutional 

right which had been secured by prior Constitutions.”
40

 But the Attorney General cited nothing 

in support of this theory, and the Court of Appeals did not address it in its opinion. 

The Attorney General’s argument that the original 1776 constitution prohibited suspension of 

habeas corpus was almost certainly wrong – or at least it was clearly inconsistent with the view 

of the State’s first General Assembly. In 1777, the General Assembly enacted a general criminal 

law focused primarily on treason and other offenses likely to arise from war with Great Britain. 

Section 12 of that act expressly authorized suspension of the writ of habeas corpus during “any 

invasion of this state by the enemy.”
41

 It is not entirely clear how long this law stayed in force, 

but it might have been as late as 1860.
42

 An unofficial compilation of Maryland laws published 

in 1840 still included § 12 of the 1777 Act, even as it observed that many other elements of the 
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1777 Act were repealed or made obsolete by the ratification of the U.S. Constitution.
43

 But the 

suspension provision does not appear in the official compilation of Maryland laws published in 

1860
44

 – the first Maryland Code – and if a law did not appear in that compendium it was not in 

force thereafter.
45

  

The first Maryland statute conferring a positive right to habeas appeared in 1798, when the 

General Assembly gave county courts the power to issue writs of habeas corpus “to inquire into 

the cause of such confinement . . . in the same manner as is now practiced by the judges of the 

general court.”
46

 Thus the 1798 law acknowledged the writ was available at common law in 

Maryland and legislation was necessary only to extend it to the new county courts.  

Further statutory development in the first half of the 19
th

 Century focused on extending power 

to grant the writ to various other courts and to individual judges when courts were not in session, 

and on fortifying the return procedure with strict deadlines and punitive measures for failures to 

obey. An 1808 act extended habeas jurisdiction to the court of oyer and terminer and gaol 

delivery for Baltimore County (essentially, the criminal court) and its individual justices in 

certain circumstances.
47

 In 1809 the General Assembly provided a right of habeas corpus that 

appeared to serve as a combination of a bail law and a speedy trial act.
48

 Section I was a general 

provision that required respondents to make returns of the writ and produce the body of the 

petitioner within three days of service, plus one day for every 20 miles of travel distance. Section 

II provided – in a single 497-word sentence with 65 commas – that various judges could grant 

release or bail to prisoners detained during court vacations.
49

 Section III provided that officers 

refusing to make return of the writ or to produce the body of the prisoner “shall forfeit to the 

prisoner five hundred dollars, to recover which the right of action shall not cease by the death of 

either or both of the parties.”
50

 And § VII provided that persons detained for treason or felony 

should be bailed if not indicted during the next term or session and discharged if not indicted 

during the second term or session.  

A major procedural development came in an 1814 act that permitted a habeas petitioner 

complaining of illegal detention to “controvert by himself or his counsel the truth of [the] 

return.”
51

 A body of common law authority held that the petitioner could not controvert the 

return, although the authority was far from uniform.
52

 The 1814 act also gave petitioners 

subpoena power to compel the attendance of witnesses and production of documents.
53
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 See Boumediene v. Bush, 553 U.S. 723, 779-80 (2008); compare Ex parte Maulsby, 13 Md. 625, 637 (1859) 

(Bartol, C.J., in chambers) (observing that the 1813 act greatly expanded the powers of a judge adjudicating a 
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 1813 Md. Laws Dec. Sess. ch. 175, § 2 (Jan. 31, 1814). In addition, in 1819 the General Assembly 

supplemented the 1809 Act with a provision allowing the sheriff to take immediate custody of any respondent who 



These relatively frequent statutory developments suggest an effort to correct practical 

problems in adjudicating habeas petitions – problems one would expect to see reported in the 

appellate cases of the era. But appellate reports of habeas cases from the late 18
th

 and early 19
th

 

centuries are sparse, and are probably not a reliable indicator of the significance of habeas during 

that period.
54

 The Court of Appeals (as a court rather than as individual judges
55

) lacked 

authority to issue the writ, and appellate jurisdiction in habeas cases has always been limited in 

Maryland.
56

 The earliest post-Revolutionary mention of habeas in the Court of Appeals arose in 

a matter that looked very much like the provincial use of the writ cum causa as a form of 

appellate jurisdiction. In Norwood v. Martin,
57

 plaintiff Martin won a judgment against 

Norwood, who posted a bond but not in double the amount of the debt, as was required at the 

time for the bond to act as a supersedeas. Martin had Norwood arrested. Norwood apparently 

both appealed and sought a writ of habeas corpus from the Court of Appeals. The court issued an 

order to show cause why the writ should not issue to the sheriff to produce the body of Norwood. 

Martin argued that the bond was insufficient to stay execution of the judgment; that Norwood 

was not actually in custody at the time and therefore habeas would not issue; and that the Court 

of Appeals had no authority to issue the writ. The Court of Appeals discharged the rule to show 

cause without explaining the basis for its decision.
58

 But the court later read Norwood to mean 

that the Court of Appeals (as opposed to individual judges of the Court) had no original 

jurisdiction over habeas.
59

 

The trial courts were likely more active in habeas matters than the appellate reports reflect. 

An 1813 case reported in the Maryland Gazette considered the case of two masters who filed 

petitions on behalf of their apprentices. The apprentices, both over age 18 but under 21, were 

seized by Captain John Kennedy of the Maryland militia on orders of Maj. General Samuel 

Smith, the soon-to-be savior of Baltimore in the War of 1812.
60

 The masters contended that they 

had a right to the service of their apprentices, while Kennedy’s return indicated that the 

apprentices were duly drafted into military service in accordance with law. Kennedy may have 

botched the return by failing to attach the military orders, but “on account of the very great 

importance of the case” Judge Bland adjourned the proceeding until the next day. After a “few 

observations” from counsel, Judge Bland held that the apprentices were lawfully seized pursuant 

to Maryland law contemplating activation of the militia during invasion or threat of invasion, and 

he remanded them to the custody of Captain Kennedy. “At such a crisis, could any reasonable 
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 Maryland Gazette, Sep. 2, 1813, at 1. 



man suppose, that the Legislature intended that judges and Courts of Justice should be employed 

in uselessly issuing Writs of Habeas Corpus when the enemy might be at our doors?”
61

 

From 1810 (when Norwood was issued) to 1867 (when the present constitution was ratified), 

the Court of Appeals issued very few decisions on habeas. Besides a handful of cases rejecting 

appellate jurisdiction in habeas cases
62

 – one of which would become significant for other 

reasons – the only significant case came in 1859 in Ex parte Maulsby.
63

  

In that case the Circuit Court for Frederick County held in contempt a lawyer named William 

P. Maulsby after he failed to produce documents in response to a grand jury subpoena. Maulsby 

apparently argued that the documents were privileged. The order of contempt committed 

Maulsby to confinement until he produced the documents to the grand jury. Maulsby petitioned 

for a writ of habeas corpus with Judge Bartol of the Court of Appeals. Judge Bartol issued an 

opinion concluding that he had jurisdiction to issue the writ, at least while the court below was 

out of session, but that ordinarily a single judge, including a judge of the state’s highest court, 

had no authority to discharge a prisoner on habeas when the prisoner was held pursuant to a 

judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction. Thus Judge Bartol was reluctant to review the 

basis for Maulsby’s contempt. Bartol distinguished between the order of contempt and the term 

of punishment, however, and concluded that habeas would lie to discharge a prisoner who, for 

instance, had served his term. In this case, Bartol found that the grand jury term had expired, and 

therefore Maulsby had no way to comply with the order of contempt. On that basis Bartol 

ordered Maulsby discharged.
64

 

C. Constitution and Unrest (1851 to 1860) 

The rapid industrialization of Maryland after the War of 1812, along with a shift in population 

from the southern and eastern counties to Baltimore and the north, impelled numerous 

amendments to the 1776 constitution.
65

 The amendments were added without much thought to 

the document as a whole and the constitution evolved into a Rube Goldberg contraption that 

became difficult to understand and apply. The amendment process at the time required not a vote 

of the electorate but an act of one session of the General Assembly reviewed and approved by 

the next. The amendments were not numbered,
66

 and their text was often convoluted. 

Amendments generally abrogated whatever else in the constitution was repugnant to the new 

provision, leaving lawyers and courts to figure out what it all meant. Thus, an amendment gave 

the right of suffrage to “every free white male citizen of this state, and no other,” who was over 

21 and had lived 12 months in the relevant county.
67

 This amendment had the pernicious effect 
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 See James Warner Harry, The Maryland Constitution of 1851, at 12-13 (1903). 
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 See id. at 9. 
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of depriving at least some free blacks of the right to vote,
68

 even as it expanded the right among 

white males by eliminating the property requirements in the original document. But the only way 

to understand that Maryland had taken a major step backward in the treatment of blacks was to 

recognize that “every free white male citizen” in the amendment to the constitution was 

inconsistent with, and therefore superseded, the original text that gave the right of suffrage to “all 

freemen” meeting certain property-holding qualifications.
69

 

The document that emerged from the constitutional convention of 1850 had some advances. It 

was far more democratic than the initial constitution, providing for popular vote for most state 

offices. It eliminated debtor’s prison.
70

 It relaxed the religious test for office.
71

 It added a peculiar 

clause declaring that all judges were conservators of the peace throughout the state. But it not 

only continued the State’s endorsement of slavery, it elevated the practice to a constitutional 

imperative.
72

 And notwithstanding numerous examples in other state constitutions and in the 

federal constitution, it made no mention of habeas corpus. Nor did the topic ever arise in the 

debates.  

This is not to say that habeas was in disuse in Maryland state courts at the time. On the 

contrary, newspapers in the 1850s and early 1860s overflowed with reports of trial courts 

adjudicating petitions for a writ of habeas corpus.
73

 The operative habeas statute at the time 

apparently gave courts broad jurisdiction to consider habeas petitions from any type of 

confinement.
74

 During this era the writ flourished as an all-purpose, flexible remedy against 

unlawful custody of every nature, including private custodial relationships. Slaves filed petitions 

against slaveholders;
75

 parents filed petitions for recovery of lost
76

 and runaway
77

 children; 
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indentured servants and their next friends filed petitions against masters;
78

 underage soldiers 

filed petitions for release from the armed services;
79

 debtors filed petitions against their jailers 

after the abolition of debtor’s prison;
80

 and so on.
81

 Parties accused or convicted of crimes also 

filed petitions, as a form of pretrial release
82

 and sometimes post-conviction,
83

 although writs 

were often refused on jurisdictional grounds.  

An amendment to Maryland’s habeas corpus statute in 1862 deprived courts of jurisdiction 

when the petitioner’s detention was “for treason or felony plainly expressed in the warrant of 

commitment,” and when the petitioner had been convicted or charged by legal process, although 

a habeas court could still grant bail where allowed by law.
84

 Habeas cases appeared to wane 
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(2007).  
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 See The Sun (Baltimore), July 26, 1856, at 1 (Baltimore City Circuit Court discharged “absconding” seaman 
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 See The Daily Exchange (Baltimore), Aug. 17, 1860, at 1 (petitioner arrested and charged with murder filed 

habeas petition with single judge of the Court of Appeals, who discharged the petitioner after a lengthy evidentiary 
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during the war years, although whether the 1862 act was the cause is difficult to ascertain, and 

newspaper reports from 1862 through 1865 show that jurisdiction remained broad.
85

 

Because limitations on appellate jurisdiction kept most of these cases out of the official 

Maryland Reports, newspaper reports are probably the best guide of the nature and scope of the 

writ in the period immediately before Maryland prohibited its suspension for the first time. And 

if the federal model is to be followed – meaning that a constitutional suspension clause locks in 

habeas rights at least as robust as those that existed when the clause was adopted – then the 

Maryland courts should look to the innumerable cases published day after day in the State’s 

newspapers.
86

 

D. Habeas in War (1861 to 1866) 

The Baltimore riots of April 19, 1861, electrified Marylanders and sharpened partisan 

divisions. When John Merryman of Cockeysville was arrested a month later by military 

authorities and imprisoned at Ft. McHenry, the entire State seemed ready for the judicial 

showdown to follow. Merryman was arrested in the early morning of May 25,
87

 a Friday. The 

petition was delivered to Chief Justice Taney in Washington D.C. on the afternoon of the same 

day,
88

 and a writ of habeas corpus issued from the U.S. Circuit Court in Baltimore on Saturday, 

May 26. The writ, served later that day, commanded General George Cadwalader  

to be and appear before the Honorable Roger B. Taney Chief Justice of the Supreme Court 

of the United States at the United States Court Room in the Masonic Hall in the City of 

Baltimore, on Monday the 27
th

 day of May 1861 at 11 oclock in the morning, and that you 

have with you the body of John Merryman … and that you certify and make known the 

day and cause of the Caption and detention of the said John Merryman….
89

 

By 11:00 on Monday the court house “was filled by a dense crowd.” The press seemed to 

sense a constitutional crisis was at hand. As the Baltimore Daily Exchange reported, Gen. 

Cadwalader’s aide-de-camp, Col. [R.M.] Lee, appeared a few minutes late and announced that 
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the General “was unavoidably detained by pressing engagements.”
90

 Col. Lee read a letter from 

Gen. Cadwalader, which reported that Merryman was arrested for his avowed “hostility against 

the Government” and that Gen. Cadwalader “is duly authorized by the President of the United 

States, in such cases to suspend the writ of habeas corpus, for the public safety.”
91

 Cadwalader’s 

letter included signs of deference and respect, and perhaps a bit of uncertainty: he essentially 

asked for a postponement until he could “receive instructions from the President of the United 

States.”
92

 

Taney was unmoved. The Baltimore Daily Exchange reported the ensuing colloquy as a 

constitutional drama, complete with stage directions: 

Chief Justice – Have you brought with you the body of John Merryman? 

Col. Lee – I have no instructions except to deliver this response to the Court. 

Chief Justice – The commanding officer then declines to obey the writ? 

Col. Lee – After making that communication, my duty is ended, and I have no further 

power. [Rising and retiring.] 

Chief Justice – The Court orders an attachment to issue against George Cadwalader 

for disobedience to the high writ of the Court, returnable at 12 o’clock tomorrow.
93

 

By “an early hour” of the next day “the United States Court building was besieged by an 

immense crowd.”
94

 The deputy marshal reported to the Chief Justice that he had not been 

permitted to enter the gate at Ft. McHenry and “there was no answer to my card.” Taney 

immediately announced that Merryman’s detention was unlawful on two grounds: that the 

president had no authority to suspend the writ of habeas corpus, and that a military officer had no 

right to arrest and detain a person who was not subject to the rules and articles of war.
95

 Taney 

further explained that he would not require the marshal to raise a posse comitatus to seize 

Cadwalader in light of the general’s “notoriously superior” force, but that if “General 

Cadwalader were before me, I should impose on him the punishment which it is in my province 

to inflict, that of fine and imprisonment.”
96

  

Three days later Taney issued his famous 37-page handwritten opinion, which was reprinted 

in toto in newspapers across Maryland
97

 and in many other parts of the country.
98

 The ruling 

itself had little precedential effect given Taney’s uncertain jurisdiction and his failure to order the 

president to do anything. But its soaring rhetoric in defense of the judiciary and of the privilege 

of the writ habeas corpus had a galvanizing if divisive effect on the populace. In Maryland it was 

largely but not uniformly hailed as a rebuke to the growing military control of the State.
99
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Newspapers in the Southern states predictably praised the opinion and its author and cited it as 

another transgression of the “tyrant,” Abraham Lincoln.
100

 Republican and Northern newspapers, 

by contrast, criticized the ruling for a variety of reasons, some purely emotional
101

 and some 

quite sophisticated.
102

  

The Merryman case was by no means the only public lesson in habeas corpus during the war 

years. Among the Maryland arrestees were numerous newspaper editors whose threat to the 

Union was their speech. They too were detained without habeas rights at federal prisons like Ft. 

McHenry. They included Frank Key Howard, grandson of a famous Maryland lawyer and 

amateur songwriter who 50 years earlier spent a memorable night observing the Fort from a 

British ship.
103

 

Other habeas cases unfolded throughout the nation and were regularly reported in the press.
104

 

In March 1863 Congress formally permitted the president to suspend habeas corpus,
105

 a power 

President Lincoln exercised in September of that year.
106

 Predictably, many in Maryland and 

elsewhere were not much happier when he suspended habeas corpus with Congressional 

approval than when he did it without.
107

 But the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus was a 

frequent topic of debate, among all the other issues that divided the nation at the time. 

                                                                                                                                                             
the right of the President to suspend the writ of habeas corpus. We commend this able and admirable argument to 
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In the midst of this turmoil Maryland adopted another state constitution. The state elections of 

1863, skewed by chaos over loyalty oaths and polling-site chicanery, produced a pro-

emancipation legislature whose members knew that abolition in Maryland could come only by 

constitutional amendment.
108

 They promptly called for a public vote that would decide whether 

to hold a new constitutional convention and, if so, the delegates thereto. Candidates for 

convention delegate had to swear a strict oath of loyalty to the United States.
109

 The oath 

requirement, reinforced by intimidation tactics at the polls, assured a pro-convention vote and 

Unionist slate of delegates.
110

  

The delegation convened over the summer of 1864 and drafted a comprehensive document 

that not only abolished slavery, but also disenfranchised Marylanders who fought for or lived in 

the Confederate states or gave them aid or comfort, among other things.
111

 The 

disenfranchisement provision was lengthy, convoluted, and overbearing, and unmistakably 

designed to keep Democrats away from the polls and to consolidate power with the Unionists. 

Comparable provisions were designed to keep Southern-leaning Democrats out of office. Yet an 

electorate depleted of Democrats barely ratified the new constitution and would have rejected it 

except for the vote of military personnel in Maryland.
112

  

Although the 1864 constitution mentioned habeas corpus, it did not explicitly protect it as a 

constitutional right.
113

 The delegates also mentioned habeas from time to time in their debates, 

but it was never the subject of serious intellectual debate. Doubtless this was because Unionists 

generally favored the federal government’s view of habeas during the war years, or at least they 

did not share the Democrats’ revulsion at its suspension, and thus they had little interest in 

securing an unfettered right to habeas corpus through state law. So even as habeas corpus swirled 

around the State as one of the signal legal issues of the time, Maryland managed to adopt yet 

another constitution that failed to address it. 

E. Habeas in Absoluta (The 1867 Constitution)  

When the war ended the Unionist party in Maryland disintegrated and a conservative faction, 

who became known as Democratic Conservatives (or sometimes Conservative Democrats), 

prevailed in the state elections of 1866. Although some of these Conservatives had supported the 

1864 Constitution,
114

 as a whole the party rejected the disenfranchisement of so many 

Marylanders during peacetime and one of its first orders of business was to call for a new 

constitutional convention to overturn what they considered to be partisan and unlawful 

provisions of the 1864 document. A respectable majority of the electorate voted for a new 

constitutional convention.
115
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The remnants of the Unionist party and others now under the Republican banner considered 

the convention unlawful and refused to participate in the election to choose delegates. Instead, 

the Republicans convened a separate conference in Baltimore – likely the first political 

conference in Maryland that included black delegates.
116

 The Republican conference 

occasionally issued resolutions lambasting the “Democratic Convention,” as Republican-leaning 

newspapers often called the constitutional convention in Annapolis. The Baltimore American, a 

Republican stalwart,
117

 greeted the constitutional convention with its customary decorum and 

restraint: 

At Annapolis yesterday a Convention called in defiance of the Constitution, and with 

the approval of less than one-third of the white voters of Maryland, assembled to change 

the organic law of the State, and to further deplete the treasury and increase taxation …. 

Men notorious during the past five years for their hostility to the cause of the Union, and 

their sympathy for the “lost cause” … will be found there, and it was but fitting that such a 

body should elect ex-Judge Carmichael, of Queen Anne’s, as their presiding officer. 

Among the most malignant opponents of the Federal Government during the entire war, 

and an ardent sympathizer with the rebellion, he was arrested for alleged disloyal practices 

while upon the bench as a Judge, and confined in Ft. McHenry. He will be remembered by 

our readers as a member of the last House of Delegates, in which body he introduced the 

Enfranchisement bill, the special Jury bill for Western Maryland, the act repealing the oath 

for attorneys, the bill to turn out the present officers of the Insane Hospital, and other 

kindred measures.
118

 

Notwithstanding their rhetoric, Maryland Republicans at the time were mainly looking down 

the railroad tracks toward Washington, D.C., where a Radical Republican Congress would soon 

take up Reconstruction legislation and begin implementing the principles laid down in the 

Fourteenth Amendment. 

Although the Democratic Conservatives who gathered at Annapolis doubtless had varying 

positions on the Civil War, the baseline position was likely that the war had been unnecessary 

and inadvisable.
119

 George William Brown, for instance, was anti-slavery and to some extent 

pro-Union, but also anti-War. Brown believed that if the South were allowed to secede 

peacefully, slavery would die naturally and the States would come back to the Union one by 

one.
120

 

Irrespective of their political views, all (or virtually all) the delegates had lived in wartime 

Maryland, which meant living under the eye if not the rule of the federal military. The 

convention delegates as a group were white, male, privileged, powerful, property-owning, and 

Southern-leaning – exactly the type of civilian who would have bristled at orders from Unionist 
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military leaders. One key to the military’s control of Maryland was the arrest of not only private 

citizens like John Merryman, who violently impeded the progress of Union troops, but also state 

and municipal officials such as legislators, judges, mayors, and police officers, who were 

arrested for acts as American as casting a vote or expressing an opinion, and often an opinion 

that was not particularly inflammatory.  

Many of the 1867 convention delegates had exquisitely personal reasons to enshrine habeas 

corpus as an impenetrable constitutional right. As noted, the president of the convention, Judge 

Richard Carmichael, had been dragged from his Easton courtroom in May 1862 by federal 

marshals and beaten when he refused to submit. Carmichael’s transgression was to instruct local 

grand juries to indict all military officers who arrested private citizens.
121

 Carmichael was 

imprisoned without judicial review at Ft. McHenry and Ft. Delaware until December 1862, when 

he was unconditionally released.
122

  

The secretary of the 1867 convention, Milton Y. Kidd, had been Clerk of the House of 

Delegates in the fall of 1861 when the federal government arrested more than 20 members of the 

General Assembly; Kidd too was arrested but was released after signing a loyalty oath. John B. 

Brooke, the president of the Senate at the time, was among the legislators slated for arrest and 

may have been arrested, but he surfaced in Richmond in August 1862 and recruited Maryland 

refugees for the CSA,
123

 if he didn’t join the CSA himself. 

George William Brown, delegate from Baltimore City, was arrested by federal officials in 

September 1862 while serving as Mayor of Baltimore. Brown was detained for 15 months at a 

series of federal prisons after refusing to resign his office or to take an oath of loyalty.
124

 George 

Gill, another delegate from Baltimore City and a prominent lawyer, had represented John 

Merryman in his habeas petition before Chief Justice Taney. Charles A. Buchanan, a delegate 

from Baltimore County, was a suretor for Merryman’s bail.
125

 Thomas J. McKaig was arrested 

while serving as a state Senator from Allegany County; he was quickly released and then re-

arrested after he violated his parole.
126

 E.G. Kilbourn, a delegate from Anne Arundel, was 

arrested while serving as speaker of the House of Delegates for voting to recognize the 
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independence of the Confederacy.
127

 He was held for a year in federal prisons. William P. 

Maulsby, a delegate from Frederick County and a Colonel in the U.S. army during the Civil War, 

had himself petitioned for a writ of habeas corpus after he was jailed for contempt.
128

 

Yet as the Convention opened no delegate rose to insist that Maryland finally include the 

privilege of the writ of habeas corpus as an express constitutional right. A subcommittee reported 

out a new declaration of rights, modeled closely on versions in the three preceding constitutions 

but also adding several new provisions. One addition, introduced by Baltimore County lawyer 

and Southern sympathizer
129

 Robert C. Barry, stated “That the provisions of the Constitution of 

the United States, and of this State, apply as well in time of war as in time of peace; and any 

departure therefrom, or violation thereof, under the plea of necessity, or any other plea, is 

subversive of good government and tends to anarchy and despotism.”
130

 The subcommittee’s 

draft of the declaration of rights prompted other amendments and debates over the course of 

multiple sessions, but no one suggested including a provision on habeas corpus. 

On July 12, the 45
th

 day of the convention, the delegates took up consideration of the Report 

of the Committee upon the Legislative Department.
131

 Mr. Archer then submitted an amendment 

“to come-in as an additional section to the Supplementary Report: Sec. ___. The General 

Assembly shall pass no law suspending the privilege of the writ of Habeas Corpus.” The 

amendment was adopted without comment, at this or any other point in the convention insofar as 

the newspaper reports of the debates reveal. 

Mr. Archer was Henry W. Archer, a lawyer from Harford County who also practiced in 

Baltimore City and other parts of the State. Archer was not a member of the committees on the 

legislative department or the declaration of rights, the two bodies most likely to consider a 

habeas provision, and he was not one of the delegates who had been detained without trial during 

the Civil War. In a convention of delegates that included Richard Carmichael, George William 

Brown, and George Gill, why was Henry Archer the one who insisted on an inalterable right to 

habeas corpus? 
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Archer’s biography on the Maryland Archives website is thin.
132

 He was born in Harford 

County in 1813 and died there in 1887; he became a lawyer in 1835 after studying at Yale and 

Union College; he married and had nine children; he practiced law in Harford and Cecil 

Counties; and he was a one-term member of the House of Delegates in 1844-46.  

Other sources suggest that Archer was a prototypical elite Marylander caught up in the 

chaotic politics and prejudices of a border state during the Civil War. Professionally, Archer was 

a successful lawyer who had a long career and died leaving an estate of some $400,000-

$500,000.
133

 He practiced at times with Stevenson Archer, the son of the Chief Judge of the 

Court of Appeals and likely a relative. His obituaries described him as a loyal Whig until 1861, 

and a Democrat thereafter.  

At least two of Archer’s brothers fought for the Confederate States Army.
134

 One was James 

Jay Archer,
135

 a lawyer and a soldier who left the U.S. army in 1861 to join the CSA and 

ultimately became a brigadier general with a reputation as a fierce fighter. He led “Archer’s 

brigade” and fought the Union army at Sharpsburg and many other battle sites before he was 

captured at Gettysburg.
136

 Gen. Archer’s letters from prison suggest that his relationship with 

Henry was complicated,
137

 although the full extent of their relationship is unknown and James 

died in prison before they could reunite in post-war Harford County.  

Although Archer did not join his brothers in fighting for the South, he was no fan of the 

Union army’s interference in Maryland’s affairs. The Merryman case may have been an 

awakening for him, as it was for many other Marylanders. On May 23, 1861, two days before 

Merryman was arrested, Archer attended the Union State Convention in Baltimore where he 

delivered a minority report from the committee on resolutions. Archer’s report disfavored 
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Id. at 383.  



secession and supported the Union but “if the only choice is between civil war, such as is now 

impending, and peaceful separation – we say in God’s name let us part in peace, rather than stain 

our hands in fratricidal strife, and bring wide spread destruction upon the country.”
138

 The 

delegates responded with a “storm of hisses,” and Archer would soon part their company.  

On August 17, 1861, an “Unconditional Union Man” wrote an open “Letter to Henry W. 

Archer, Esq.” in The Cecil Whig,
139

 evidently in response to an unknown letter from Archer. 

Union Man had found “last February” that Archer was “floundering in a dead sea of 

uncertainties and false issues” rather than “[keeping] steadily in view the great, leading principle, 

that the first duty of every citizen is to preserve intact the authority of the Government.” He 

quotes Archer as stating “we have in fact no legal protection here in Maryland, for life, liberty or 

property, but hold them all at the mercy of our military rulers.” Union Man defends at length the 

military suppression of traitors who were ruining his State. He concludes with a rousing defense 

of Lincoln’s suspension of habeas corpus, asking Archer “[o]f what avail, my friend, is the writ 

of Habeas Corpus to” persons detained by the Confederacy? “Will you dare to say that one half 

the evidence which the Government now has against Gatchel, Howard and Merryman would not 

consign those poor men to the gallows, instead of confining them as State prisoners in a pleasant 

fort, with every attention paid to their wants?” And “when instead of condemning John 

Merryman for that felonious act of burning the railroad bridges, you plead in his behalf the 

technicality of the writ of habeas corpus.”
140

 And finally, echoing Lincoln’s “all the laws but 

one” speech, Union Man drills into the marrow of the Maryland resistance: 

 What Virginia is today, you know Maryland would be, but that the Government 

stepped in to her rescue. Here in our midst, with only a change in name, would have been 

Phillipi, Rich Mountain, Bull Run and Manassas. Instead of going to our fields with the 

utmost of security, and gathering in perfect peace the product of our soil, the sword would 

have mown down our young men, and Death have reaped a purple harvest from our very 

hearthstones. What a consolation it would have been to Maryland, with her fields trodden 

over by armed thousands, or plowed with cannon balls, her towns and cities smoking ruins, 

and her brave sons watering her soils with their blood, to reflect in her desolation that the 

writ of habeas corpus had not been suspended, I leave you to calculate.
141

 

Union Man, it is safe to say, was not a delegate to the 1867 constitutional convention. Nor 

was Frederick Douglass, Maryland’s towering conscience, who skewered the tendency to 

enshrine habeas as a moral principle.
142

 No one held their torch when Mr. Archer insisted that the 

General Assembly pass no law suspending the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus. Certainly 

no complaint was heard from the likes of Carmichael or Kidd, McKaig or Kilbourn, Brown or 

Gill. The convention rolled on, laying waste to the lofty ideals of the 1864 constitution, yet 

preserving in stone the greatest civil right of all. 

F. Habeas in Peace (1868 to 1935) 
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Maryland’s belated preservation of habeas corpus followed soon after the Supreme Court 

eliminated state authority to release federal detainees. It also coincided with new federal 

legislation that initially seemed a modest expansion of federal-court habeas jurisdiction to 

enforce the Thirteenth Amendment and perhaps other Reconstruction initiatives, but ultimately 

would be interpreted to give federal courts broad authority to review state convictions for 

violations of federal law.
143

 These two mid-19
th

 Century events would result, some 100 years 

later, in the rise of federal courts as an arbiter of habeas rights for criminal petitioners. In cases of 

civil confinement, state habeas cases would gradually be displaced by other legal remedies, such 

as the advent of domestic relations laws and the Post-Conviction Procedure Act, or by 

enlightened policies, such as the demise of indentured servitude.  

In Reconstruction-era Maryland, however, habeas cases in state trial courts were at least as 

common as they had been immediately before ratification of the 1867 Constitution. The 

Baltimore newspapers alone reported on scores of petitions addressing various types of civil and 

criminal custody.
144

 The state courts no longer adjudicated petitions from federal prisoners, and 

the federal courts absorbed most of the petitions of former slaves, but state courts handled a great 

variety of other cases. In 1876 the General Assembly amended the text of the principal habeas 

statute to reflect the broad jurisdiction that existed prior to the 1862 amendment.
145

 

In the most significant reported case of the era, the Court of Appeals considered the petition 

of a woman who was convicted of being a disorderly person in Baltimore City and sentenced to 

six months in the House of Correction, located in Anne Arundel County.
146

 A judge of the Third 

Judicial Circuit, comprising Baltimore and Harford Counties, issued a writ and discharged the 

petitioner on the ground that a justice of the peace was not authorized to render a conviction on 

that charge. The case reached the Court of Appeals because a recent amendment to the habeas 

corpus statute provided automatic appellate jurisdiction over any habeas case discharging a 

prisoner on the ground that a Maryland statute was unconstitutional.
147

 The same act also limited 

habeas jurisdiction to trial-level judges and courts sitting in the place where the petitioner was 

detained, while the “Chief Justice”
148

 and the Court of Appeals had jurisdiction statewide.
149

 

Writing for the court, Judge Alvey (a delegate to the 1867 convention) held this geographic 
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limitation unconstitutional, but not under Maryland’s suspension clause. He saw no need to reach 

that clause because a different section of Maryland’s constitution provided that “all Judges shall, 

by virtue of their offices, be conservators of the peace throughout the State.”
150

 This provision 

was added in the 1851 constitution, and an 1855 decision of the Court of Appeals had interpreted 

it to mean that every case of unlawful imprisonment was a violation of the peace of the State, 

and therefore “it was within the power of the Judge to use the writ of habeas corpus as a means 

to effect the right of such case.”
151

 Accordingly, the Court of Appeals concluded in 1880 that the 

conservator-of-the-peace clause effectively prevented the General Assembly from narrowing at 

least the geographic reach of habeas jurisdiction from what existed in 1851, which was when the 

clause was adopted. The conservator-of-the-peace clause was retained in the 1864 and 1867 

constitutions and remains unchanged today.
152

 

In 1885, The Sun published an editorial identifying the “legal difficulties” that had arisen 

from Maryland’s interpretation of habeas procedure. Under the Glenn decision, the newspaper 

observed, “an associate judge in Worcester county may issue, and would upon application be 

bound to issue, his writ commanding the sheriff of Garrett county to bring a person committed in 

the latter county before him.” And because a ruling on habeas was not final or appealable, if the 

Worcester county judge ordered a remand, the prisoner could “remove his petition before another 

judge, and so continue until he had a hearing before each of the twenty-seven judges, and had 

visited every portion of the State.”
153

  

Nevertheless, trial courts and individual appellate judges continued to adjudicate a vast array 

of habeas cases through the end of the 19
th

 Century. The “best interest of the child” standard so 

familiar in modern domestic litigation was applied if not formulated in habeas cases,
154

 and cases 

involving custody of minors were probably the largest single category of habeas petitions. Courts 

discharged convicted defendants for violations of the double jeopardy clause,
155

 the right to trial 

by jury,
156

 and the right not to be re-arrested on the same charge after once being discharged on 

habeas.
157

 They discharged persons arrested on dubious political charges,
158

 and persons held on 

warrants before they could be transferred to the issuing jurisdiction.
159

 They continued to 

adjudicate what were effectively bail decisions for pretrial detainees.
160

 They frequently 

invalidated improper commitments sworn out by justices of the peace, at times showing 
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exasperation at the justices’ incompetence.
161

 They heard cases alleging that a mother-in-law 

“detained” a new (17 year old) bride from her husband,
162

 and that a husband committed bigamy 

by having a second wife in Pennsylvania.
163

 Although Baltimore was the focus of both the press 

and the courts, judges issued writs on the Eastern Shore
164

 and in western Maryland,
165

 in 

southern Maryland
166

 and in North East.
167

 An unscientific survey of the newspaper reports 

suggest that habeas litigation was at a high water mark in the period from 1880 through 1920. 

Trial courts churned through cases. Appellate courts generally had no jurisdiction to review the 

decisions. Dissatisfied petitioners could simply re-file in a new jurisdiction anywhere in the 

State. And judges could be punished for failing to hear them. 

 

II. HABEAS IN PRAESENTI 

A. Abuse of Privilege 

In 1928 Louis Berman shot and killed his former lawyer Clifton Brown after Brown sued 

Berman to collect a $2500 fee in an estate matter.
168

 Berman’s insanity defense failed and he was 

sentenced to life in prison. Over the next seven years he filed 25 petitions for habeas corpus. His 

fourth petition, filed in Baltimore City, required live testimony from two judges, five attorneys, 

and the warden of the penitentiary.
169

 His sixth, filed in Rockville, made news when his return 

from court to the penitentiary ended in collision with a novice driver and her instructor.
170

 For 

the hearing on his seventh petition he summoned the governor.
171

 He filed additional petitions in 

Frederick, Cumberland, and Talbot counties (although judges sometimes referred the petitions to 

judges nearer the penitentiary). Finally in 1935 Judge Eugene O’Dunne of the Circuit Court for 

Baltimore City put his foot down. He declined to hear petition number 22, calling it a farce, and 
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thereby risking personal fines and penalties. Other judges followed suit with petition numbers 23 

through 25.
172

  

Berman’s antics prompted Maryland officials to contemplate legislative fixes that would not 

violate the constitution. They theorized that a statutory right to appeal from a habeas ruling 

would obviate the need to adjudicate successive petitions over the same issue, but enacting a 

pertinent law proved difficult. Ironically, as Maryland adhered to its general rule permitting 

unlimited petitions and prohibiting most appeals, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a writ of 

certiorari to Judge Carroll T. Bond of the Court of Appeals. Judge Bond, an icon of Maryland 

jurisprudence,
173

 had decided the habeas petition of Smith Betts, a poor farmer accused of 

robbery whose repeated requests for a lawyer were rejected by the Circuit Court for Carroll 

County. Betts represented himself and lost. Judge Bond carefully balanced Betts’s need for a 

lawyer in light of all the circumstances and somehow concluded that he did not. On review, the 

Supreme Court decided first whether it had jurisdiction to hear a petition for certiorari from what 

amounted to a nonfinal decision of a single judge in Maryland. The Court pragmatically worked 

through those issues in favor of its own jurisdiction – recognizing that Judge Bond’s decision 

was unreviewable and therefore effectively final even if nonbinding on other Maryland judges – 

and then held that the Sixth Amendment did not apply to the states and Betts was not entitled to 

appointed counsel.
174

 Twenty-one years later the Betts decision was thoroughly dismantled and 

famously overruled in Gideon v. Wainwright.
175

  

In the early 1940s the General Assembly enacted laws that permitted judges to refuse the writ 

if it appeared from the complaint and related papers that the petitioner would not be entitled to 

relief.
176

 The General Assembly also allowed, contrary to the longstanding rule in Maryland, a 

relatively broad right of appeal in habeas cases arising from criminal detention, either pre-trial or 

post-conviction.
177

 This right of appeal likely was intended to limit petitioners’ rights rather than 

to expand them; a denial of a petition affirmed on appeal probably restricts the right to file 

subsequent petitions on the same grounds.
178

 

As Judge Eldridge explained for the Court of Appeals in Gluckstern v. Sutton, the broad right 

of appeal enacted in 1945 was in turn supplanted by the original Post Conviction Procedure Act 

enacted in 1958, which was construed to eliminate habeas appeals in all cases, criminal or civil, 

unless specifically authorized by statute. The General Assembly then amended the Act to provide 

that the statutory elimination of appellate jurisdiction did not apply to “any other proceeding in 

which a writ of habeas corpus is sought for any purpose other than to challenge the legality of a 

conviction of a crime or sentence of death or imprisonment.” That provision, the Court held, 

permitted appeals in “other proceeding[s] in which a writ of habeas corpus is sought.”
179

 In 2014, 
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the Court of Special Appeals seemed to get lost in these twists and turns and ended up 

misconstruing Gluckstern to bar an appeal by a mother who petitioned for a writ of habeas 

corpus to have her children returned to her care.
180

 The court correctly cited Gluckstern for the 

proposition that appeals in habeas cases may be taken only when authorized by statute, and it 

correctly identified four statutes that authorized such appeals.
181

 Inexplicably, however, it 

declared that none of the statutes “are even arguably applicable here,”
182

 when the exception 

under the Post Conviction Procedure Act, as interpreted by Gluckstern, was directly on point. 

Today, Maryland’s chief habeas statute bears the core of the broadly worded text that 

appeared (somewhat mysteriously) in the 1860 Code.
183

 Anyone in Maryland “committed, 

detained, confined, or restrained from his lawful liberty” is entitled to a writ of habeas corpus to 

inquire into the lawfulness of the restraint. A number of other provisions of the Code provide for 

habeas corpus in specific types of detention.
184

 The application may be presented to any judge of 

the circuit or appellate courts in the State.
185

 Upon receipt of the application the judge must grant 

the writ immediately if it appears that the petitioner is entitled to relief. Venue is mostly 

irrelevant, but the judge may refer the application to a court in the judicial circuit in which the 

applicant was convicted. In recognition of the Berman problem, the judge has discretion not to 

issue the writ if it appears that the petitioner is confined after conviction for a criminal offense 

and “has previously been given a hearing on a prior petition for release from confinement under 

the same commitment.”
186

 In exercising discretion the judge may consider whether the 

subsequent petition is presenting new grounds or simply recycling the same arguments.
187

  

No modern legislature starting from scratch would write such laws. These habeas statutes 

have been bequeathed to Marylanders by their forebears, who lived through war, military 

occupation, slavery, indentured servitude, private prisons, competing judicial officials, long treks 

to court, and vacated courtrooms when they arrived. The lawmakers of this State – its 

constitutional framers, its legislators, and especially its judges – reinforced the right of habeas 

corpus with so many interlocking constitutional protections that the flat ban on suspension of the 

writ is nearly superfluous. But it does reduce the State’s policy to an uncharacteristically crisp 

declarative sentence: “The General Assembly shall pass no Law suspending the privilege of the 

Writ of Habeas Corpus.” 
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B. Habeas in Decline 

Notwithstanding this legacy, habeas cases in state court seem far less frequent than they once 

were, at least as a percentage of the docket. This is probably explainable by expansion of other 

judicial remedies and, in all likelihood, reductions in unlawful confinement. It may also be a 

function of edicts from appellate courts, finally free to speak in habeas cases, clarifying 

restrictions on habeas that were irregularly applied by trial courts in the 19
th

 Century. Thus, in 

Bernard v. Warden,
188

 the Court of Appeals held that habeas could not be used to challenge the 

legal sufficiency of evidence before a grand jury, or at trial after a conviction, “except where the 

sentence is shown to be a nullity.”
189

 Newspaper reports of habeas cases from the 1850s and 

1860s provide support for that proposition,
190

 but also show that it was not a uniform rule.
191

 

Another factor in the reduction of habeas cases is likely the modern procedural rules 

promulgated by the Court of Appeals and collected at Title 15, Chapter 300 of the Maryland 

Rules. One can sympathize with the drafters of these rules, who were undoubtedly channeling 

the exasperated pleas of dozens of Eugene O’Dunnes who had faced hundreds of Louis Bermans. 

Nonetheless, a number of the rules would be subject to challenge on the ground that they narrow 

the privilege of the writ from its historical scope. A rule now sets forth a detailed list of items a 

petition must include, and permits courts to decline to issue a writ if the petition omits an item.
192

 

Although that procedure seems less onerous than the threshold requirements for commencing 

litigation in other contexts, the great strength of habeas through the ages has been its refusal to 

set technical or procedural hurdles in favor of a rapid hearing on the merits. The modern rule also 

now permits judges to deny the writ if “there is no good reason why new grounds now raised by 

the petitioner were not raised in previous proceedings,” or “there has been an unjustified delay in 

filing the petition that has prejudiced the ability” of the custodian to respond.
193

 These rules seem 

inconsistent with the historical practice, and perhaps for that reason the judge may not deny the 

writ on these grounds unless the petitioner has been given notice of the ground and has an 

opportunity to reply.
194

 

Another rule now permits judges to refer most petitions to the administrative judge of the 

court in which the petitioner’s confinement originated, and that court assigns the petition to a 

judge other than the one who previously presided in the petitioner’s case.
195

 This appears to 

violate the spirit of the decision in In re Glenn, which plainly holds that the General Assembly 

cannot limit the power of any judge in Maryland to issue a writ anywhere in the State. The 

modern rule does not require transfer of a petition, and the older cases did not prohibit transfer, 
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so the modern rule is not facially unconstitutional. But it would transgress historical practice if 

judges routinely transferred petitions to the original jurisdiction of confinement.  

If Chief Judge Bartol of mid-19
th

 Century Maryland could review Chapter 300, he likely 

would be most offended by the failure to impose short and plain deadlines for at least some 

habeas proceedings. Today, if the petitioner is confined after sentence in a criminal case, the 

judge need not issue the writ, but instead may issue an order to show cause why the writ should 

not issue. The rule sets no deadlines for the show cause procedure and does not even suggest 

alacrity as an aspiration, such as by requiring advancement on the court’s calendar. As a result, 

one could easily see habeas petitions languishing in the avalanche of other court business. 

Imagine the reaction of Roger Taney, who received Merryman’s petition on a Friday, issued the 

writ that day and scheduled the return for Monday, then at age 84 traveled from D.C. to 

Baltimore on the weekend to receive the return. Merryman was a political case, to be sure, but its 

pace was not unusual for habeas cases in that era.  

The modern habeas rules contain other provisions of interest whose constitutionality must 

await the unusual events they contemplate. In cases involving isolation or quarantine, the rules 

seem to allow the hearing to be conducted remotely.
196

 The most likely remote witness, of 

course, would be the quarantined petitioner, and who would want a tuberculosis-infected body 

brought to a public courtroom. As sensible as this rule seems, the core of habeas is the presence 

of the petitioner, who walks out the front door of the courthouse if he is discharged. One 

imagines, however, that courts will sustain this rule, if ever it is challenged, as a sensible 

expression of habeas’s flexibility.  

Another significant question is whether judges of Maryland’s district courts have authority to 

issue writs of habeas corpus. It is generally accepted that they do not, because the statute 

conferring habeas authority on specific judges and courts was not amended after creation of the 

district courts in 1971. As Judge Wilner has observed, however, the source of habeas authority in 

Maryland derives at least in part from the conservators of the peace clause, and therefore district 

court judges may have constitutional authority to issue writs despite the absence of statutory 

authority.
197

 

The Court of Appeals has held in the modern era that “While the legislature may ‘reasonably’ 

regulate the issuance of the writ, any legislatively imposed regulations must not impair the 

fundamental right to the substantive remedy of habeas corpus.”
198

 The court’s 1880 decision in 

Glenn suggests, but does not actually decide, that Maryland follows the federal view that the 

scope of habeas cannot be narrower than it was at the time the constitution was ratified.
199

 In 

Maryland, which constitution is not entirely clear – it might be the superseded 1851 version, 

when the conservator of the peace clause was added, or the current 1867 document, which 

retained the conservator clause and added the suspension clause. As this article explains, 

reported habeas cases from the relevant era are sparse, while newspaper reports of trial court 

proceedings fill the gap to some extent. Those reports reflect a mid 19
th

 Century habeas 

procedure that was robust, varied, flexible, and rapid. Still, the U.S. Supreme Court has 
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sanctioned significant procedural limitations on habeas practice as consistent with the spirit of 

limitations that existed at common law.
200

 

In any event, changes in habeas procedure are not to be lightly imposed. In the end habeas is 

not a substantive remedy; it is a rapid set of procedures designed to determine the lawfulness of 

detention. Other law determines lawfulness. Habeas mired in procedural rules is not habeas, and 

too many such rules may violate the constitution.  

 

III. HABEAS IN FUTURO 

Like many states, Maryland law gives the governor extraordinary powers during certain 

emergencies,
201

 including the power to “suspend the effect of any statute or rule or regulation of 

an agency of the State or a political subdivision.”
202

 The tension between the governor’s 

emergency powers and the constitution’s anti-suspension clauses has not been tested in war, 

military occupation, or natural disaster. But it has been tested in riot. 

In April 1968, after the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr., Baltimore City exploded in 

violence and chaos. Governor Spiro T. Agnew, at the behest of Mayor Thomas D’Alesandro, 

called in the Maryland State Police, the National Guard, and finally federal troops. The governor 

imposed a strict curfew – beginning at 4:00 p.m. on one day – and prohibited the sale of 

alcoholic beverages, firearms, and flammable materials.
203

 What the governor did not do was 

suspend the writ of habeas corpus. That law, he could not suspend. 

Over 5000 Baltimore residents were arrested, about 3500 for curfew violations.
204

 The State’s 

Attorney for Baltimore City was 37-year-old Charles E. Moylan Jr., who would become one of 

the State’s leading legal scholars and appellate jurists. Neither he nor anyone else in city 

government tried to avoid prompt hearings for arrestees. Moylan deputized additional 

prosecutors and helped assemble an extraordinary if makeshift system of justice that resembled 

habeas proceedings of old, although they were not habeas cases per se.
205

 Bodies were brought to 

court – often by school buses from temporary detention centers like Memorial Stadium. 

Prosecutors and police presented the basis of detention. Defense lawyers defended. Deals were 

cut. Judges ruled, and defendants walked out the front door or were led out the side. Fewer than 
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five percent of arrestees were untried at the end of the emergency.
206

 Eleven days after the first 

act of violence, Baltimore courts resumed normal operations.
207

  

On the whole, commentators praised the process by comparison to the results in other cities, 

notwithstanding troubling shortcuts and glitches.
208

 The most significant criticism leveled by a 

blue-ribbon commission was the widespread use of high bail for curfew violations – generally 

$500 for a misdemeanor punishable by a $100 fine or 60 days in jail.
209

 The inability to contact 

friends, family, or bondsmen during the curfew pushed many defendants into accepting a trial by 

stipulation, essentially shifting the burden to the defendant to rebut the arrest report. The 

question naturally arises whether judges set high bail to keep the streets clear and the courts 

functioning during a major crisis, without regard to any individual defendant’s constitutional 

rights. And if that were true, was it wrong? Certainly city officials, prosecutors, and police 

fashioned a judicial system around curfew violations as an effort to conserve the peace
210

 – 

consistent with their constitutional duties.
211

 As we have seen, however, judges in this state also 

are conservators of the peace, and perhaps the highest duty of a conservator of the peace is to 

quell a riot.
212

   

 There is no indication that any judge during the 1968 riots felt tension between the duty to 

individual defendants to rule fairly and a constitutional duty to the public to conserve the peace. 

Although a curfew violation had few defenses, about 20 percent of the cases were dismissed and 

16 percent of curfew defendants received probation before judgment or a suspended fine or 

sentence. About 32 percent were committed to jail.
213

  

Whether the assembly-line justice of April 1968 would work in a statewide riot, or a rebellion, 

or a pandemic, cannot be answered.
214 

Maryland has no recent quarantines of significance, for 

instance, although they used to be common given Baltimore’s prominence as a port of entry.
215

 

But the experience of 1968, and to some extent in the Freddie Gray unrest of 2015, suggests that 

Maryland’s version of Absolute Habeas is workable even in times of crisis.  
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* * * * 

The history of habeas corpus in Maryland is the history of Maryland, and to some extent its 

essence as a sovereign state. Its purveyors and players are carved into the frieze of the Maryland 

edifice, amid gods and gargoyles. Key. Smith. Taney. Carmichael. Douglass. Bond. John 

Doncastle begat John Merryman, who begat Henry Archer, who begat Louis Berman, who begat 

Eugene O’Dunne. And so on, from tragedy to farce, with justice and honor and principle in 

between. Habeas is the ark of the covenant, carrying the rule of law from generation to 

generation, a perfect power often besmirched by imperfect men. In the hands of a villain like 

Roger Taney it stares down an entire Union army verging on despotism. In the hands of an icon 

like Carroll Bond it rejects a poor farmer’s plea for a lawyer to defend a serious criminal charge. 

Who but the people of Maryland have had occasion to ask: Where is my legislator? My 

mayor? My police commissioner? Arrested! Flung into Ft. McHenry without charge! By a 

primitive despot from the boondocks, no less, even as we support his infernal Union. Never 

again in this State, came the response from the embittered delegates of 1867. But it was only a 

response, not an answer. The basic dispute remains: Archer vs. Union Man; Taney vs. Lincoln; 

fertile fields vs. federal bootheels; liberty vs. security. Where does habeas draw the line? Will all 

the laws but one go unexecuted?  

Who knows. Three wars have been fought on State of Maryland soil. The first elicited 

authority to suspend habeas; the third, a flat ban. Would the ban survive a fourth war? A massive 

riot? An Ebola epidemic? The law in this State says it should. What consolation that shall bring, 

Union Man might say, is for posterity to calculate. 
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On October 7, 2002, during the State election campaign, the Calvert Institute sponsored a 

symposium at Montgomery College, Germantown, including presentations by four leading 

transportation experts on the then little-discussed subject of Market Approaches to Congestion 

Control. The symposium coincided with the initial sniper attacks, and received little press 

coverage; the papers distributed were published by the Institute in October 2002. Since that time, 

there has been an explosion of interest in the subject, which has been actively pursued by a new 

state administration. Major increases in tolls at existing toll facilities have been announced, 

consideration of creation of a network of HOT lanes revived, and the use of tolling as a means of 

financing major transportation facilities such as the ICC and Wilson Bridge discussed. 

Consideration is being given to time-variable tolling of other facilities, such as the Bay Bridge. 

Against this background, publication of the Symposium proceedings is particularly timely. 

Peter Samuel, a resident of Frederick, is the editor of the internationally-distributed Toll 

Roads Newsletter. C.Kenneth Orski, a Northern Virginia resident, has been for 13 years editor of 

Innovation Briefs, reporting on transportation sector developments. Kenneth Reid, a civic activist 

in Montgomery County and later in Northern Virginia is the former Chairman of Marylanders for 

a Second Crossing. Ronald Utt is the Heritage Foundation’s resident expert on transportation 

issues. All have relevant and impressive academic and vocational backgrounds. 

(Videotaped by G. Stanley Doore, transcribed by W. Banister, revisions by the Executive 

Director) 

MR. GEORGE LIEBMANN: Welcome to the Calvert Institute’s symposium on market 

approaches to congestion. This is a subject that is unfamiliar to many people. It’s not unfamiliar, 

I’m sure, to members of our loyal audience. We hope that what we have to say today will 

resonate and we believe that what we have to communicate will be of interest to anyone who is 

concerned with public policy in this state. The subject of market approaches to congestion is one 

that has received very little discussion in Maryland. It’s received very little discussion because a 

great deal of discussion was cut off late last summer when Governor Glendening issued a 

statement to the effect that HOT lanes would not be considered for adoption in Maryland on the 

premise that, “it’s unfair to equate an easier commute with a person’s ability to pay. Our goal is 

to ease congestion overall.” Our speakers this morning are generally going to review that policy 

judgment, and contend that congestion cannot be eased for all without some measure of making 

at least some forms of commuter travel a function of ability or willingness to pay. This is so for 

several reasons. One of them is that one of the best ways of facilitating highway travel in 

conventional automobiles is by attempting to smooth out the traffic flow so that there is not 

congestion for what are our peak hours. This can be done in a number of ways, through better 

information, but also through congestion pricing. A second reason that this policy judgment is a 



questionable one is that another way of easing congestion for all is to facilitate bus and van 

transportation, which is the key to all mass transportation. People are not interested in using 

buses or vans if their commute is going to be significantly longer than commuting by private 

automobile. Unless there are dedicated bus or van lanes, the common commute is inevitably 

going to be longer since it involves assembling and picking up more people. It becomes difficult 

or impossible to secure the necessary political support unless the lane is perceived to be relevant 

and will be used; buses and vans themselves do not generate enough traffic to fully occupy a 

traffic lane. If the lane is going to ease congestion , some other vehicles have to be let on the 

lane. A logical means to let them on is by some form of charging. When one considers the other 

means, they all seem equally unattractive. You could admit a limited number of cars in the order 

in which they appear in which case you would lose a lot of commerce from such cars on the 

HOT lanes. You could hold a lottery for the purpose of entering the HOT lanes but that would be 

totally illogical. It would do little to ease congestion. You could admit favored groups to the 

HOT lanes. In the former Soviet Union only the nomenklatura could use certain lanes. This is not 

a satisfactory way of doing things either. 

In the long run, the fairest way of promoting HOT lanes, provided there was sufficient usage to 

justify their creation and at the same time provide a means for buses and vans to compete 

effectively with the private automobile, is to have some form of charging. 

In any event, this is a subject of great fascination and I’ve only touched on one small aspect of it. 

It’s a subject of great fascination because unlike most public policy subjects, this is one area in 

which technology is far ahead of politics. This is not an area where people are creating high 

dreams of what will come possible 20 years from now when the necessary technology is 

available. This is an area in which, as our speakers will tell you, the technology is already 

available. It’s in use in many places, some in Maryland, some in other parts of the world, and has 

enormous possibilities.  

There is one other matter that I’d like to touch upon, that is the Calvert Institute is traditionally 

thought of as a somewhat conservative think-tank. We have recently constituted its board, we 

think of ourselves now as a somewhat more centrist organization, one that has an interest in 

market based approaches. One point that is not sufficiently understood about the congestion 

charge is that it is an approach which is not a novelty to any particular political faction or 

ideology. Some of the major foreign developments have taken place under varied governments. 

The Norwegian program on congestion charging was introduced by an essentially social 

democratic government and was carried forward by a centrist government.. The congestion 

charges program for the City of London were implemented by ‘Red Ken Livingstone who is a 

member of the left wing of the Labor Party. The program in Singapore was implemented by a 

man who has been a critic of most western ideologies. 

These techniques aren’t the exclusive province of any particular party or ideology or faction. Our 

speakers are all figures who know far more about the subject than I do. We will begin with Peter 

Samuel who has done much work on toll roads, on what many describe as the supply side aspect 

of congestion charging. 



MR. PETER SAMUEL: I think most people looking at this would say that congestion relief is 

job one for transportation policy because of the costs of congestion, estimated at $3.2 billion per 

year in the Washington-Baltimore area. Common sense would suggest that it would be the main 

objective of planners and policymakers, and I think that most citizens assume that the planners 

and policymakers are trying to relieve congestion, that it’s one of their principal objectives. But 

they’d be wrong on all counts. If you examine the documents, the long-range planning 

documents, such as the one for the Baltimore area, the 2001 long-range plan. 

The four guiding principles in the Baltimore plan, are smart growth, linking transportation, 

managing growth; reducing emissions; alternatives to the automobile; preservation of existing 

systems. 

The Washington plan has eight vision policy goals there. All kinds of oozy, clusey you’ve got to 

say kind of stuff about having the most modern technology and having reasonable this and 

reasonable that, preserving the environment. New mechanisms for funding that would mention 

tolls, that’s not anything of interest. Nothing whatever about relieving congestion. 

In fact, when you look at these documents they’re planning for worse congestion. The preferred 

alternative for the Baltimore area has delays, the costs of delays doubling from about $400 

million to $800 million. The Washington region plan doesn’t come up with any precise numbers, 

but stop and go congestion is expected to be prevalent throughout the entire region in 2025 and 

that’s not just in isolated areas. Why is this happening? It’s happening because of a lot of 

confused people. A lot of fallacies have taken hold of the imagination of these people. The first 

is we can reduce congestion with transit. The second is that any extra road space just congests. 

The third is no money in roads. 

Now we could go into a big discussion of why these are fallacies but it’s still easy to analyze. 

Transit has narrow specialized roads, leading to downtown jobs which are in the minority and a 

declining minority. So transit services very few people, under 5% of the persons living and 

working in the Washington area ,about 2% in the Baltimore area and both numbers are declining. 

Of course transit does zilch, nothing, for intra-urban freight deliverymen, for service deliveries, 

and supermarket stock-ups, and commercial and freight tasks. National figures show continuing 

decline despite the huge program of putting money into transit. 

In 2000 many people, including myself, are critical of the celebration of transit. It is still on a 

decline. The increase in car use in each decade is twice as large as the absolute number of people 

using transit everywhere in the U.S. as a whole, in metro areas, in the Baltimore/Washington 

area. It seems to happen regardless of how much you spend. So it just isn’t working. 

The other fallacy that’s used to justify this kind of defeatism and fatalism about congestion is 

that extra road space will just congest as well. You can’t build your way out of congestion is one 

of the slogans that you hear all the time. It’s a complex question, of course, but I just look at 

some of the surveys of congestion in the Washington area and this is not my conclusion. 



I live in Frederick, we talk about down the road. If you’re in Frederick you’re going down the 

road which means down 270. Number one is the Dulles toll road. It’s solid traffic but its moving 

well. That’s because they put the fourth lane in between ’96 and ’99. Extra lanes do help. 

The next big thing we hear all the time is that we don’t have enough money to build more roads. 

This is such incredible nonsense. It’s certainly possible for someone who looks myopically at the 

existing sources of revenue, the fuel taxes and the license fees, and fails to look at the huge 

potential in the costs. I mean, here we have this massive congestion cost which surely indicate 

the opportunity for huge revenues to be going into avoiding those congestion costs. People 

would pay a lot of money to get around congestion. It’s over $3 billion dollars a year. 

Patrick Tocola Souza has done estimates of what could be done with pricing, building two 

hundred miles of toll express lanes on congested interstates in the area. His estimate is that tolls 

of $600 million dollars a year could be obtained on those. This can reduce delays, reduce 

emissions and reduce accidents. That’s in the Enoch Foundation’s Transportation Quarterly 

magazine, summer, 2000. 

The next thing that politicians sometimes say is that people don’t like tolls and that’s why they 

want to avoid any discussion of tolls. There’s no doubt that people dislike stopping and queuing 

and the stop and going involved in some traditional toll places. They dislike the process of 

paying, as much as the payment itself. 

Technology has provided a fix, the transponder that’s attached to the windshield that allows you 

to, like a garage door opener, to see a radio signal identifying your account. We know that when 

the tolls and taxes are put together, as the alternatives, toll roads are usually preferred to higher 

taxes. 

There’s just been a case in Missouri where the whole establishment, both parties, was strongly in 

favor of a beer, wine, and gas sales tax increase was defeated overwhelmingly, 3 to 1. 

Washington State has voted for tolls too when it was about to defeat a car tax there. North 

Carolina and South Carolina, you’ve got toll roads instead of taxes. Politicians often oppose 

tolls. They try to gain popularity through opposing them. This generally doesn’t work. Governor 

George Ryanin Illinois in 1999 made abolition of tolls a big issue there and put toll abolition to 

the legislature. It was dead on arrival. It didn’t get anywhere. In Miami, the Mayor proposed 

abolishing tolls in the expressway system there in the same year. Again, the establishment was 

completely undecided that toll abolition was a good thing. It was pretty decisively rejected 68 to 

32 last year in New Jersey, Brett Schundler, the republican, I think he might have won too, was 

outspoken in promising by a date certain he’d get rid of tolls on the Garden State Parkway. 

Halfway through the campaign, he played it down and removed all reference to it from his 

website. He lost. There’s other cases as well. 

The main reason currently that we don’t have any tolls on the New Wilson Bridge is that 

Governor Glendening said that tolls would cause congestion and he was probably thinking of the 

old style toll where you stop to pay toll plazas but there’s a double error involved because 

variable tolls a very powerful tool for preventing congestion. 



There is a flow chart that you’ll find in the traffic engineering textbook showing how when you 

load up a lane, you go on a certain point, the stream starts to drop away a little bit, the stream 

drops away much more and then you get a break down. It’s a very unstable concertina-like 

movement, stop and go traffic. This is something which traffic engineers have known for 50 

years. If you can manage the inflow of traffic into that road with a variable toll, you could avoid 

this sudden falling off the cliff, of the stop and go traffic. This is not just a theory, it’s in 

operation with variable message signs at the decision point about entry into the toll express lanes. 

In San Diego they have dynamic pricing and the toll can vary as much as once every six minutes 

in order to regulate the traffic and keep free flow going. There’s big money in this. People are 

paying. Highway 15 doesn’t have any great patronage and doesn’t make a huge amount of 

money. But Highway 91express lanes is quite different and there they’ve been running about 

25,000 vehicles a day with people paying up to $0.40-$0.45 per mile. Here you have just some 

summary points about Highway 91 express lanes. The three toll express lanes very often carry 

over 40% of the peak hour traffic at 60-70 mph, with a 20-30 mph average in the other three 

lanes. So you have both. You are generating revenue and also you’re handling the traffic much 

more efficiently. 

We have many examples now of various toll rates of different kinds. Trondheim, Norway was 

the first one, just a toll cordon around the middle of the metro area, a small metro area, a couple 

hundred thousand people. They have morning entry tolls. Singapore has had a system that started 

off with a sticker and has now progressed to the transponder technology. There are 91 express 

lanes in the Los Angeles area and the HOT lanes in San Diego and Fort Myers, Florida. The 

most significant one really is the Port Authority New York-New Jersey bridges. The George 

Washington bridge is one of those and it’s the busiest bridge in the world, toll or otherwise. They 

say that the congestion has been considerably relieved through encouraging traffic to travel 

before the peak period, particularly in the 5:00-6:00 a.m. period and also in moving some truck 

traffic into the night by offering a considerable discount there. 

The New Jersey Turnpike has also got something which is now being used on all kinds of tolls. 

There haven’t been any serious problems, breakdowns, in almost every case the forecasts, many 

of which were made without experience of a similar system, have worked out well. 

So it’s a very robust approach. We can toll congestion down. We can do toll financing of a major 

new facility, an intercounty connector or the second crossing. I think we should do a Y down to 

the District from within the Beltway or we could that perhaps just for trucks, a sort of mini 

expressway with maybe even one lane in each direction going down the gridline tracks and the 

right hand Y going up. But the District inside the Beltway very badly need to get better and tolls 

I think can work.  

We’re also going to talk more about this, but I think what we could do, is a toll express lane, a 

HOT lane that’s networked on our major existing highways. They are not working. They’re not 

working satisfactorily. Car pooling has many of the same problems. Transit, very few people 

want to go to the same place at the same time. Organizations are much more informal nowadays 

than they were ten or 20 years ago about work hours, allowing flexibility to take time off. It’s 

very destructive to car pooling because people’s working days vary from one day to the other. 

They almost all have some excess capacity. 



It seems to me it makes sense, since two people often travel together regardless of whether they 

get the privilege of a carpool lane, it’s better to raise the HOV limit to three or four and there you 

have more space and could really sell the remaining space with a toll to people who want to get a 

premium service right past the congestion. 

I think these existing transportation plans could really be a political time bomb. Americans 

generally aspire to a better life, living longer, improving medical care, reduced pollution, better 

housing. We are succeeding in improving most things in our lives. It seems to me preposterous to 

suggest that in one area alone, in transportation, in urban mobility, that we have to put up with 

the deterioration and collapse in standings that the plans suggest. I’m firmly of the belief that 

Americans are problem solvers, they won’t vote for fatalists and obstructionists who plan for 

gridlock. I suggest that the fate of Blair Ewing here and Cronridge and the principal opponents of 

the intercounty connector is a sign of things to come. 

Governor Glendening, in his speeches, makes it clear that he has no interest at all in 

transportation except as a means of getting around. It’s just a tool for smart growth. He stakes it 

out, he doesn’t make any bones about it at all. He’s very uninterested. The speech he made at the 

Smart Growth Conference recently says that the entire budget is a tool for smart growth. Every 

project has to pass a smart growth test. He says the transportation budget has become the 

incentive fund for smart growth. 

So, transport policies and the motorists’ gas tax dollars have been conscripted into a jihad against 

the satanic sprawl by infidels like myself, in the suburbs. In this context it’s no wonder that 

mobility is the objective that’s disappeared; and the theme behind all this is let the infidel 

suburbanites stew in their congestion. I think there’s a great opportunity, a positive opportunity 

here for less ideologically-driven politicians to ask what does this do for people sitting in traffic 

and to say that the proper objective of government policy is not some holy war on suburban 

living but helping people get around by organizing the system more responsibly. 

MR. KENNETH ORSKI: I think Peter has given you a pretty good introduction to principles of 

transportation, and my intent is to follow up with a description of some actual applications of this 

principle. Modern-day transportation solutions are still met with a lot of skepticism in this 

region. This will become clearer from my presentation. I have four examples to give. The first 

would be intercounty measures. This was in the marketplace approach. The approach was 

proposed by the so-called transportation solutions group, which was convened by Governor 

Glendening in 1999, which I had the pleasure of serving. The group was charged with coming up 

with a strategy to improve mobility and relieve traffic congestion in the metropolitan and 

Washington region. That is the portion of it. 

As you probably know, the group concluded to recommend the construction of the ICC. The 

majority of us felt that if the facility was to provide a high level of service well into the future, it 

must be operated as a toll facility, using variable pricing to control demand and to assure free 

flowing traffic at all times. 

The technology for this, of course, exists and I think Peter has already mentioned the California 

Interstate 15 from the north of San Diego a system which automatically raises and lowers tolls 



and bills users remotely without requiring them to stop at a tollbooth. In using this approach, I-15 

HOT lanes have been able to maintain free flowing traffic even at the height of rush hour. 

Our group felt that a variable priced ICC would be politically acceptable provided that travelers 

felt that they received tangible value for their money, in the form of faster, more reliable, and 

more predictable travel. Shippers and deliverers of time-sensitive merchandise, UPS and FedEx, 

would receive higher value in the form of faster and more reliable deliveries and of course, the 

ICC would also serve as a transit way for rapid transit. 

There was some equity concerns expressed, but the group found them to be unjustified. In fact, 

surveys in California have shown that people of all income levels choose to use the California 

HOT lanes when saving time is really important to them. There are workers whose job depends 

on all those people in time, travelers anxious to meet their flight and businesses that depend on 

just in time deliveries. Indeed, the utility van or the deliver truck is a part of a common sight on 

California’s HOT lanes, not just the proverbial Lexus. 

Well, despite these arguments, Governor Glendening, rejected our recommendations and chose 

not to proceed with the construction of the ICC. Although I don’t think that the Governor has the 

last word on it. The ICC is still very much on the agenda now. Both candidates for the 

governorship have declared their support for it. So the ICC, I venture to predict, will eventually 

be built. Whether it will be built as a toll facility, the kind I described, really remains to be seen. I 

think the winds have shifted now, to very much in favor of the ICC. 

My second example of a market-based approach to transportation was a proposal to impose tolls 

on the reconstruction of Wilson bridge. In an Op-Ed piece in the Washington Post, Peter Samuel 

and I suggested that variable tolls could help to control congestion on the approach to the bridge 

as well as help with the funding problem. Tolls would be collected at highway speeds using 

smart technologies as Peter has described, similar to those already in use on the Dulles tollway. 

We noted that all comparable major crossings elsewhere in the U.S. are being financed with tolls. 

For example, the Tacoma Narrows bridge in Washington state, the reconstruction of the Bay 

Bridge in San Francisco, and the new bridge in New York. 

More to the point, several crossings on the I-95 cell, north of the Wilson Bridge, are toll 

facilities. These include the Fort McHenry toll in Baltimore, the Delaware Memorial Bridge, and 

the George Washington Bridge. So, we argue that tolls are really the fairest way of funding the 

new bridge since they would place the fiscal burden on the user. In addition, of course, they help 

to control congestion because they can spread the traffic. 

My third example of a proposed market-based approach to transportation in our region was the 

1999 study of variable pricing by the Maryland Department of Transportation. Variable pricing 

would be an appropriate means of managing congestion in the Washington- Baltimore region. 

MDOT identified several heavily traveled congested corridors as potential elements of a variable 

HOT lane network. If I recall I-270, I-95, US 50, Maryland 210,and several crossings, the 

Chesapeake Bay Bridge 

I think, and the three Baltimore Harbor crossings. 



Well, in June of last year, Governor Glendening suddenly pulled the rug out from under his own 

State Transportation Secretary and canceled the plan to introduce a HOT lane on US 50. He cast 

his objection as an equity issue by saying it would be unfair to allow affluent drivers to buy their 

way out of congestion. In fact, in a letter to the Washington Post, the Governor explained his 

position as follows and I quote, “It is fundamentally unfair to give wealthy people the 

opportunity to buy a faster commute. Why should a lawyer, a lobbyist commuting to 

Washington, DC get to work faster than an entry level employee simply because the lawyer or 

lobbyist can bill the extra $1,000.00 yearly costs to clients? An easy commute should not be 

linked to a person’s ability to pay.” So said the Governor.  

What he chose to ignore, however, was the fact that it isn’t just the rich lobbyists who understand 

the value of time, as I already mentioned, the surveys from California show that people of all 

income levels elect to use the HOT lanes when they need to get somewhere faster. 

The favorite example has been pointed to again and again, is a parent racing to get to the daycare 

center before closing time which would make them pay $1.00 a minute, or something like that. 

He or she would be probably just as grateful to pay the toll as, say, a lawyer racing to a 

courthouse hearing. Besides, if the HOT lane reduces congestion in the free lanes, wouldn’t 

everybody be better off? 

My final example of a proposed market-based approach to transportation in this region is the 

recent proposal by one of the world’s largest engineering and construction companies, to widen 

the Beltway between the Springfield interchange and the Wilson bridge. I think they 

recommended four HOT lanes, two in each direction, and the project would be financed privately 

through bonds, underwritten by HOT lane revenue. It would basically use no public funds at all. 

The proposal did receive support in the Washington Post. But local and state officials reacted 

“cautiously,” according to press reports. 

So, there you have it. As I think my four examples made clear, there do exist plenty of 

opportunities in our region to apply market based approaches to congestion mitigation. The know 

how and technology to implementing such approaches do exist. What’s lacking is the political 

will, and I hope that meetings like this will help to overcome and solve the current condition. 

MR. KENNETH REID: I’m going to talk about how HOT lanes can promote mass 

transportation,so I have a little bit of difference with Peter. I think mass transit, and buses are a 

good thing. They’ve worked well in the Washington area.  

Let’s first start with some premises. My philosophy is that congestion pricing using HOT lanes 

should be used to finance new capacity, not to convert existing free lanes to toll lanes. I feel that 

if we combine HOV and HOT lanes it will provide the necessary lanes for bus rapid transit 

which is by far the fastest, most flexible, and cost effective form of mass transit. 

Unfortunately, a lot of groups think that buses and HOV are not mass transit. I believe they are 

and that the Washington area is a good example of where HOV and buses work very, very well. I 

feel that the fixed rail transit is suitable in urban settings and older suburbs seeking renewal, such 

as the line going to Bethesda, to Silver Spring, to Langley Park, College Park, and New 



Carrollton. The purple line was touted as a congestion relief tool. It’s not a congestion relief tool, 

but I have since converted to being an avid supporter of the inner purple line which would be 

light rail, although I personally support monorail as a solution. But it does not decongest roads. 

All studies that have been done in the Washington area and Capital Beltway corridor, the latest 

transportation policy report study shows that light rail and the railway solution, even buses, these 

do not decongest freeways. But HOT lanes give you more choice than fixed rail, which is 

inflexible. 

I’m going to talk about two things I am most familiar with. The issue of new Potomac River 

crossings. I was the co-founder and co-chairman of the citizens’ activist group called Maryland 

is for a Second Crossing. I’m not involved with the issue anymore. 

What I’d like to talk about is the Second Crossing as a vehicle for generating money. The 

Maryland Commission on Transportation Investment, which was commissioned by the 

legislature and the Governor in 2000, said the State needed at that time $27 billion and we’ll 

revise upward, $29 billion, by the year 2025, that’s for transit and roads. That’s the whole State 

of Maryland’s need. Maryland currently has a $2 billion budget deficit. 

The Washington region in itself, which is Maryland, Virginia and DC, has $1.74 billion 

transportation funding each year. I think if you count that up it’s probably about $30 billion over 

25 years. I’m a journalist for a living so I’m not very good at math. Some of these numbers may 

not add up. 

The major, major source of funding is federal. We spent 40% of the Federal Funds on transit and 

most of it goes to the metropolitan Washington region, Metropolitan area transportation. As the 

population of the DC area has increased by 1 million residents, I don’t buy the argument from 

so-called smart growth advocates and more mellow groups that we could put all these people in 

metro stations. Even if we did, I bet you all these new houses will have two car garages so 

everyone’s going to have a car. So one million residents, you can basically anticipate maybe half 

a million cars or more. That’s a lot. 

CTR stands for the transportation policy task force in Montgomery County. In June of 2000 they 

convened 35 citizens. Originally it was designed to sort of put the official stamp of approval on 

using transit and land use densities to alleviate congestion. It was designed primarily to study, to 

show that we don’t need the intercounty connector, we don’t need the Montrose Parkway, which 

is another controversial road, we don’t need new roads, all we need is transit and land use and we 

can turn Montgomery County into something like an urban village or something like that. But, 

because o groups like Marylanders for Second Crossing flooded the planning board with 

comments, they opened the task force up to two of our members. One was Carol Graham who is 

now the chairman. She sat on the task force. 

They eventually studied a river crossing, even though the Montgomery County Council was 

unanimously against it, the Governor was against it. There was really no politician for it. They 

studied this against great odds and essentially what they came up with were two concepts. 



One was an express techway, which is the term that the Board of Trade and the Northern 

Virginia Transportation Alliance came up with to describe a river crossing connecting I-370 to 

Fairfax County Parkway, interconnected with Route 28. They studied HOV and bus lanes and 

they could be used for HOT lanes although that is not part of the study. 

The other concept was what they called the low tech way, which means it didn’t constitute an 

express highway, it was just a stand alone bridge tied into the existing road network. 270 is 

probably the world’s largest, longest parking lot. I think it has replaced the Long Island 

Expressway with that distinction. I think it’s about 180,000 cars per day on 270. It needs a relief 

valve. It needs the ICC, if you’re cutting in from north, into the ICC, going east and it needs a 

river crossing. So there’s an incredible amount of demand. 

In bus lanes, there are about 4,300 passengers, users, or whatever, and it can peak out at 5,100. 

The impact of the second crossing on congestion was great. It improved countywide speeds by 

8%, better than the intercounty connector. The inter-county connector improved average speeds 

6.9%. 

So the river crossing, got a lot of traffic off of inferior two lane roads in Potomac and 

Darnestown and other areas. It cut traffic of the major route by 6%, about 20,000 vehicles on 

270. The environmental impact statement was deliberately skewed. They came up with an 

alignment in the middle of north Potomac, you take 200 houses and put it through flood plains 

and what not. So they picked an alignment that was deliberately biased. 

The Tyson’s Corner purple line the task force rejected because it costs a lot of money and did no 

good. 

This is what certain people in Montgomery County are using as a fig leaf to cover their 

opposition to river crossings. They want the public to believe that if we build heavy rail or light 

rail over the Tyson that somehow we’ll alleviate the Beltway. Nine hundred users, each way, in 

2015 and the opponents of the second crossing were projecting incredible density and land use 

and jobs. 900 users in p.m. peak. So obviously, the techway does more for transit than the purple 

line. 

There’s enough bonding capacity, there’s enough demand for this new bridge, techway, 

whatever you want to call it, that a $3.00 toll could provide $593 million for construction and 

$831 million in bonding capacity. So it creates a lot of opportunity. What if we had congestion 

pricing? Well, once again, I’m just assuming that the growth congestion was so severe on 270, a 

lot of people do have to commute to Virginia and back, that if we charged $100.00 per month, 

we had about 2,000 people riding in the HOT lanes. It doesn’t sound like much, but it’s enough 

to pay for your buses. So that’s a little bit of gravy on top of the estimated, I think $100 million a 

year, that this thing would reap. Once again, it could be a perfect, perfect vehicle for congestion 

pricing. 

Let’s look what it does for transit. New York City has 20 more bridges than we have in the 

Washington area. This is across from Virginia to Maryland. According to the New York MTA 

annual report which I got from Jerry Garson, this report shows that the New York MTA, since 



1969, has taken all the overage in toll revenue, from the Triborough Bridge and other bridges 

that it deals with, the Port Authority deals with interstate bridges, they have funneled $560 

billion into New York City’s mass transit. So why can’t we do that here, if we build a techway, a 

western bypass and an eastern bypass? 

Well, the Maryland Transportation Authority hasn’t really built anything in years. It has paid off 

the JFK Highway, it’s paid off the Chesapeake Bay Bridge, it’s basically used as a bank to 

finance the Baltimore Light Rail. So why can’t it be used to build a purple line or some other 

transit project or just to add lane capacity? 

The other thing that some of us added to this was use for conservation purposes because the 

techway would most likely go through some rural areas of Montgomery County which are off 

limits to growth. There are obstacles, of course, and initially, I guess Peter summed them up in 

two words, Parris Glendening. Not only did he kill the HOT lane proposals we mentioned before, 

but he killed the public-private partnership which existed in this State. 

Since that time there have been efforts to revive the techway which have been fought, 

interestingly enough by legislators who were previously for it, such as Jean Roesser and Jean 

Cryor. Nothing’s going to happen in this State unless the governor says so because the 

Transportation Secretary is appointed, he’s not elected 

There are other obstacles to this bridge, which actually would be a major money-maker, a major 

supporter of conservation programs, and essentially the issue is off the table. I think it’s largely 

because of business groups. They pushed it so much in 2000 and 2001 but then Glendening 

canceled the federal study. I’m a firm believer that if we don’t get people out of the woodwork to 

support these projects, they’re not going to be built. Not every good politician is going to be 

leery of doing this. 

Let’s talk now about another concept where congestion pricing would work, that involves toll 

roads. Maybe the difference here is that the Dulles toll road exists. It’s real there. The techway, 

there’s no alignment for it, there’s no land dedicated for it, there’s no study for it . . . The Dulles 

road is an existing road which I believe has, what, eight lanes for each direction. I think about 

$75 million in bonds remains. The tolls are supposed to be eliminated in 2015. Of course this is 

pending this rail option which we are looking at now. 

The Dulles Airport access road is an airport access road. It was built, I think, in 1984. It’s there 

just to carry vehicles to and from the airport. It’s really very underutilized. The only data I could 

find is thatthere were actually 840 passengers at peak hours in the year 2000. I think the daily 

traffic on this access road is maybe 20,000 versus 90,000. So we have four lanes, completely free 

lanes, no traffic that are very underutilized. They’re not being used except for airport traffic. 

About 81% of the people who go to Dulles Airport are riding by car or taxi or some other form 

of vehicle as opposed to buses. The transit is needed in the corridor but what kind of transit is the 

question. HOV is not an airport road, it’s actually on the toll road itself and utilization there isn’t 

great either. 



According to the draft environment impact statement for the Dulles corridor rapid transit project, 

they’re saying that there’s only 1200 peak hour vehicles in the HOV lanes in the year 2000 and 

by 2025 it’s actually going to drop. It’s about the same, it’s maybe down by about 50 or 60 

vehicles. So that will mean a major increase here which is a shame. Most of the congestion on a 

toll road, unlike the techway example which alleviates 270 from the Beltway, most of the 

congestion here is really the toll booths and the exit ramps. The peak hour traffic is going to 

increase, we now have 6,200 vehicles in 2000, it’s going to go to 8,200 in 2025. 

This is pretty much in line with what Maryland finds with the ICC in developing corridors, 

20,000 vehicles and buses. But look at the costs. I mean, heavy rail would cost $3.3 billion and 

in reality, at 78% cost overrun, it’s probably more like $5 billion or $6 billion. It would require a 

raise in tolls of $2.25 each way, to keep the tolls instead of getting rid of them in 2015. They will 

attract commercial properties in Fairfax County, it’s not what they want to do.  

So once again, the amount of the taxes and the tolls would be higher than the number involved in 

the Virginia sales tax referendum.  

But there is another solution. Essentially, to take the Dulles access road and make that into your 

busway, HOV and HOT lane. Right now when you get on the Dulles access road, you basically 

get on and get off at the airport. You really can’t get off. We could have flyover ramps to go over 

the toll road to get people on and off. People driving HOV, HOT lanes if you pay your bill and 

buses. That way you can have something to build from. 

It’s from Leesburg to Reston. We have something going from Reston to Tyson’s Corner. You 

take buses and you have different routes, you don’t have to wait for a train to come and stop 

there at the station and then move on. The bus stop can be at the absolute center, like an erected 

town center. 

In order to lower the costs and get the Airport Authority to buy in, give you the land for nothing, 

put all the stages in the middle of the toll road, except in Tyson’s Corner. You’d have to walk 

over eight lanes of traffic in order to get to the station, you’d have catwalks or some form of that. 

Buses could run , HOV’s too, we need more, and HOT lanes with congestion pricing. The toll 

should be increased, right now it’s $0.85 flat, all the time, no difference in pricing, I believe that 

people would understand a $1.50 increase. 

I would say to charge $25.00 per month for HOV, $50.00 per month for HOT lanes and with the 

new revenue help build these ramps, finance the buses, and improve Dulles Airport expansion. 

If the density warrants it, fixed rail eventually. Maryland’s looking at that with the Carter City 

project on 270. It could start with buses, an elevated busway, two lanes, and then they could use 

that for light rail, if the density warrants it. Montgomery County has a very good plan to create 

density in that corridor. 

So what’s the difference? With the heavy rail option, we’re asking toll payers and taxpayers to 

essentially subsidize a government monopoly. In this case WMATA. This is only going to 



benefit a select few people. $3.3 billion, not to mention the annual operating costs of $111 

million which would be borne by Fairfax and Loudon County taxpayers. 

Rail in corridor will eliminate buses. That’s another big, dirty secret. They did a study in 1996 of 

600,000 rail riders, something like three-fourths of them were people who were taking buses. 

That’s what MATA does, they bring rail in, they cancel the buses. That’s what happens.  

And so now we have 20,000 people using the Fairfax connector every day, and I think there’s 

13,000 people on the WMATA buses, they will all be converted to rail, most likely. We’re 

asking for single occupancy motorists to subsidize transit. Private companies can operate these 

buses, they do it now on Shirley Highway in Virginia, under contracts. Congestion pricing lets 

the market decide the cost of using the transportation facility based on supply and demand. 

That’s not being done on the Dulles toll road. 

But with a rail solution, what you’re doing is only giving people two choices. They can drive or 

they pay for the rail. Buses will most likely be eliminated. So if you want to find out other 

success stories, Shirley Highway in Virginia, There is a website, roadsofthefuture.com. I highly 

recommend, if you’re interested in history of transportation in the Washington area. Dallas and 

Pittsburgh have successful busways, as well as Los Angeles. 

MR. RONALD UTT: Batting in fourth place usually makes me the clean-up hitter, but since all 

of my predecessors have hit home runs, the task is a lot easier. I share their concerns. I believe in 

many of the same things that they do. 

What I’d like to talk about is how do we take these interesting ideas that we’ve talked about and 

fiddled around with in one way or the other for many years, and discussed and been implemented 

here or there all with great success. How do we turn those into public policy action rather than 

thoughts and projects and debate? 

One of the problems that we confront in public policy in a democracy is that things just take a 

long, long time to happen. The idea is if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. It’s probably a good enough 

description of people’s attitudes towards change as anything else. Sure, it doesn’t work quite as 

well as it does, yeah, it’s inconvenient but I’m afraid of change, it could be destabilizing, I may 

be a loser. Yes, this situation is bad but the other situation afterwards may even be worse and the 

costs of congestion would be simply paying more money. 

Well, what we have to do now, I think, or how we have to start thinking about this is how do we 

begin the process of implementing these steps? There’s lots of good ideas around and there’s lots 

of case studies that we can draw on. How do we make a case to the people? Well, a case has 

been made.  

I think that what we have to understand is that congestion is a big priority in Washington, DC. 

We are, in fact, the third worst congested metropolitan area in the United States, which is the 

same ranking it had ten years ago in 1990 when this was performed. 



So, it’s a big issue here, but is it a big issue in other places? Jacksonville, Florida., Richmond, 

Virginia. Are people in those communities challenged with the same kind of inconvenience and 

the same problems that we are? In fact, are congestion factors here in Washington materially 

worse than they were ten years ago? I’ve been in Washington now for 25 years, I have never 

known it to be an uncongested place. This is something we’ve learned to live with and we always 

complain. Has it reached the crisis proportions, perhaps? 

In fact, the Department of Transportation does every five or so years a study called the 

Community Tops, and they report this. It turns out that for the average American, the commute 

time to work is a couple minutes shorter today than it was in 1969. Now, part of that reduction is 

that fewer people are riding transit which was very slow compared to riding in automobiles.  

Though national averages tell us very little about what’s happening in a particular city or a 

particular region, it would suggest that in order to find solutions, the solutions we’re going to 

have to look for are going to have to be regional in nature and we’re not going to be able to look 

to the Federal Highway Program or the U.S. Congress to make changes in something that simply 

isn’t galvanizing the rest of America.  

Another aspect that I also want to address is congestion pricing, the idea of tolls, as both an 

scarce resource to make people change their traffic pattern, and a funder for new resources and to 

repair existing resources’ 

In all the congestion pricing discussion people are talking about not finding the resources to do 

something, but providing motorists and commuters with signals to change their behavior and act 

more efficiently in how they allocate their time in how they get to work and how they do other 

things. 

We may find opportunity to begin making inroads, not directly, but by setting up a process in 

which congestion pricing is an inevitable outcome as opposed to a goal that we seek from the 

beginning. Most transportation in the United States is funded by the gas tax, which is a state gas 

tax and there’s a federal fuel tax. The fuel tax is $0.18.4 per gallon. That yields about $32 billion 

a year to the federal government that is then allocated toward a variety of different transportation 

center divisions. 

There’s a couple of problems with the federal fuel tax and a high rate program that absorbs it, 

contains it in a trust fund, and then spends it by sending it back to the States. One is that it has a 

number of fairly severe national, regional inequities associated with it. You send your dollar to 

Washington, not everybody gets a dollar back. Some people get $1.20 back, some people get 

$0.90 back, some people get $0.75 back.  

This is not a random pattern. It turns out that the donors and the recipients, or the payers and the 

beneficiaries of the system tend to involve long-standing regional differences. Although some of 

these differences shift from time to time, if you look over the last 15 years, all the fast-growing 

states, south of the Mason-Dixon line, have been the donors. That is, they have been sending 

more to the Federal Highway Trust Fund than they have getting back on a consistent year-after-

year basis. 



At the same time, many of the states or most of the states above the Mason-Dixon line, 

Pennsylvania, New York, New England, have traditionally gotten more back from the highway 

system than they put in. This has gone on year after year. 

This makes a big difference, even though we’re talking about small percentage points that you 

pay at the tank. Both Maryland and Virginia in the last couple of years have been getting back 

about $0.80, $0.89 on the dollar. For each of those states, that shortfall, means that we’re 

surrendering, we’re losing, we’re giving up, we’re not receiving something on the order of $80 to 

$100 million dollars a year. This money is going elsewhere around the country, specifically to 

those states that are getting more than $1.00 back. 

This happens year after year. We’re talking about a fairly significant volume of resources. 

Within states themselves, there are also fairly significant inequities all depending upon what the 

jurisdictions are. If you’re looking on a county-by-county basis, particularly in Northern Virginia 

which feels that its resources are for transportation. Northern Virginia shifts an enormous amount 

of money to address the State. I suspect that Montgomery County is doing the same for 

Maryland, although I don’t have the figures. 

Another problem associated with the highway trust fund and also with many state trust funds is 

that even after you adjust for the mutual inequities, once you get your dollar back, there is an 

enormous number of leakages that occur before you the average motorist gets something that’s 

of value. Of the money that you send in to the Federal Highway Trust Fund, $0.18 to $0.20 per 

year goes to fund federal transit programs. What they say is that nobody expects the highway 

trust fund to operate at a profit. 

Well, folks, it does operate at a profit with large surpluses providing for transit or a variety of 

environmental programs, a lot of beautification programs, along with historic renovation 

programs. In fact, I calculate something on the order of $0.65 is what comes back from $1.00 of 

fuel tax to the average motorist. We’re also paying for roads in national parks and or for national 

parks as well. The Federal Highway Trust Fund has become a huge source of money, a huge 

money pot for a variety of programs and the pressures to extend that into other areas are growing 

year after year. 

As everybody gears up this time for the reauthorization of T-21, transit groups say well it’s hard 

for us to get a bigger share and environmentalists want a bigger share. Amtrak is saying we can’t 

face financial insolvency year after year, we need to have access to the Federal Highway Trust 

Fund. So the competition between motorists and everybody else is only going to get more intense 

before it’s solved and gets better. 

Another problem is the gas tax besides all these inequities is turning out to be less than an 

attractive source of revenue to highway programs than it was 10 or 15 years ago. Driving, 

whether measured in mileage or passenger miles per year, has yet to peak but it has slowed down 

significantly. I look at mileage, incremental increases in mileage every year of the 1990’s to the 

present, and compared them with growth in the economy and the growth in mileage is not 

growing as fast as the economy has been growing. 



We have a revenue source that’s simply not keeping up with the recent growth of the economy. 

It’s what we call an inferior good. Spending on it is less and less. 

As a consequence, the growth of revenue is ceasing at a time when the costs of recurring 

highway projects we now confront are escalating. Because most of what we need to do on the 

Federal Highway Program is retrofit the railway, highways and interchanges, roads already 

subject, in fairly dense parts of the country, to quite a bit of congestion. We have a cost to 

retrofit. 

When the needs and costs are rising, the revenues are not coming in as quickly as before, we are 

confronted with a revenue problem that can be used to make tolls more attractive to individuals 

than they have been before,in other words, to add tolls. Efforts to have experimental toll 

programs within the Federal Highway Trust Fund have been very difficult to impose, have been 

always at the risk of being removed and repealed in subsequent years. 

The idea being that, hey, you paid for this once, why should you have to pay for it again. The 

problem is that any road that has ever had a federal investment in it, no matter when the time, 

ends up carrying some vague federal property right that prevents you from doing anything else to 

it. So, we’re limited there. 

Let me briefly pick up on something that Peter and Ken have both talked about and that is one of 

the popular ways now of building your way out of congestion or relieving congestion is to look 

at transit rather than look at the price. We see this in the Northern Virginia governments saying 

that fully 40% of the funds that are being raised are to be devoted to transit. Yet, in Northern 

Virginia only about 7.5% of commuters, and that’s a shrinking share of the commuting market, 

actually use transit. So, 40% of the money is going to 7% of the commuters. 

The statistics on these factors are all from the U.S. Census Department so they can’t be disputed 

as something the Heritage Foundation or the Federal Highway Administration, or AAA, or 

truckers made up. They indicate that transit has been falling year after year and in fact efforts to 

make it even more appealing with very costly systems have not been very successful. A lot of us 

believe that the Washington metro area is one of the great transit successes. 

If we look at the trains they’re packed and crowded. People seem to be using them with great 

frequency. It’s interesting to note that in both, the lion’s share of the transit commuter market is 

in the Washington metro market. I’m told the numbers I’m using are a share of the commuter 

market and some of the numbers I’m using are actually broke out in the Washington metro area, 

in what is now recorded as the Washington-Baltimore area. 

Frankly, there’s such dramatic differences between the two cities that the conglomeration of 

numbers for something like transportation often doesn’t make any sense. But anyway, the 

Washington, DC area in 1970, a couple of years before the first metro line opened up, the share 

of commuters in the Washington metropolitan area using some form of transit, whether it was a 

bus or commuter rail or whatever was around back then, was about 16% of the market. Shortly 

thereafter we began a massive investment program which in inflation adjusted terms amounts to 

$10 billion dollars. Quite a very substantial and costly system. 



We now have one of the most extensive systems in the country and yet the share of commuters in 

the Washington metro area using transit, whether it’s the metro now or the buses, is now down to 

just a tad over 10%. So, despite the investment, a massive investment relative to other 

communities, we have not been able to reverse this trend of people simply moving away and 

choosing cars over transit because cars are cheaper. They’re more convenient, your mobility is 

enhanced, notwithstanding issues of congestion and everything else. 

We’re seeing that and we’re seeing the mistake being repeated, but even at a more extreme level 

in the Northern Virginia, where people are expected to raise $5 billion dollars and spend 40% of 

it on transit, which means that we’re spending an enormous amount of money that will have very 

little impact whatsoever on the congestion that most people confront in the Northern Virginia 

area. 

I just completed an Op-Ed on that which will be published by the Virginia Public Policy 

Institute. Just trying to come up with looking at the balance and how the money is being 

allocated in comparison to how actually people choose and what their preferences are in getting 

from one place to the other. What can we hope for and where should we be focusing on, and 

hope will sort of bring about the change that we’ve all talked about today. 

Change comes very slowly and the most likely source of an impetus for change would be a local 

level. I see no expectation that we’re going to see some dramatic change or dramatic 

recommendation occurring at the federal level. Notwithstanding the problems associated with the 

gas tax and the revenue shortages its slow growth is now revealing to members of congress. I 

don’t think it’s sufficient to induce them to change from the sort of very basic program they have 

now. 

More importantly, it’s become so politically attractive with the federal fuel tax raising over $30 

billion dollars per year which the Congress gets to spend, whether on new road projects, on 

making the environmentalists happy, the transit people happy, the bus people happy, that’s a 

huge pot of money that can be spent for political purposes and it’s not likely that they’re going to 

give that up or put it on some form of automatic pilot in which their discretion is diminished. 

So one thing I think we need to being doing is start looking for ways to take this basic program 

and look for mechanisms to decentralize it. To move more and more of the decisions within the 

confines of the federal program more and more to a local level because these are where the 

problems are. Transit may work in some places, it doesn’t work every place, but we are trying to 

impose a one size fits all program on the country we are then trying to set up billion dollar light 

rail systems in small Nebraska cities and small cities in South and North Dakota. It just makes no 

sense. 

When you begin the decision-making and control of resources down into where the problems are 

and where they vary from place to place, the better off you’re going to be. You end up with more 

authority and more responsibility, you have an opportunity to be more innovative and more 

creative. It’s out of impatience, and people talking about it that it will emerge. 



I think the problem is going to get worse before it gets better. As I’ve said, the gas tax is 

providing less and less money compared to what people perceive are the needs. At some point, 

maybe not any time soon, maybe not over the next five years, I think the shortage of resources is 

going to be quite severe and people are going to look for other things to do. 

There is an enormous amount of hostility toward raising taxes. People don’t have confidence in 

their state DOT’s, they don’t have confidence in the politicians. 

A classic case that Peter mentioned was the positive increase in fuel tax in Missouri. It was to be 

dedicated entirely to transportation. It lost by 3-1. Almost nothing in an election ever loses 3-1. 

This was whomped. This suggests that despite the problems voters simply have no confidence in 

taxes as being the solution. 

It will be interesting to see whether this is repeated in Northern Virginia or in the Hampton 

Roads area which also has the referendum that relates to gas taxes for transportation and a 

portion to be used for schools there. What I think is going to happen is that tolls are going to be 

implemented not as a general policy, but to deal with projects for which there is no other money. 

Your inter-county connector may be hastened with existing state funds. You’ve all worked to do 

this but we can fund it on a toll basis. Once you’ve established the principle of tolling, it’s a very 

easy next step to move to the principle of congestion pricing. We’re not quite there yet, despite 

the fact that there are a numbers of successful toll roads in the country. They still remain quite 

controversial, difficult to get underway, and more are proposed and discussed then are ever 

implemented. 

We need a change in attitude, I think, before we can move there and that change in attitude will 

come by being stuck in traffic that will make people consider looking to something innovative 

that they have previously discouraged, at least at the political level. 

MR. LIEBMANN: The first question I would ask the panel members is, can you give us some 

grip on what the costs are, what the capital costs are of implementing a fairly based congestion 

pricing scheme on a road. In other words, if one were to decide to impose time of day pricing on 

Interstate 270 or on sections of Interstate 270, what would be involved in dollar terms in 

installing the technology and the infrastructure necessary to collect tolls? 

MR. SAMUEL: If you did it in the existing HOV lanes and there was very little civil engineering 

beyond some signs, the antennas, and the cameras to get violators busted, the professional work 

in developing the software and so forth, around $5, $6, $7 million dollars. 

MR. LIEBMANN: The preferred technology, the easiest technology to utilize to collect a toll is 

what? Is it a, sort of like a calling card that you buy at your local 7-Eleven and attach to your 

car? 

MR. SAMUEL: No, the ideal thing to do would be to issue transponders. The kind that Maryland 

DOT — or Maryland Transportation Authority is issuing already the transponders, easy-pass 

transponders. They used to call them EZ-Tag. I think they’re getting rid of that term because 

they’re now compatible with all systems up north. 



It would be very nice also if the transponders that are used on the Dulles toll roads and the Dulles 

freeway were made compatible too so that you could use the same transponder on both. But 

that’s just a matter of business arrangements being made between the Virginia DOT and the EZ-

Pass interagency group that sets standards for inter-operability. You’d use transponders and you 

could possibly also do license plate recognition, which is a well-established trend of technology 

now. It’s used mostly for getting violators and of course it’s used for trying to get people who 

run red lights, and who speed in a few cases. I don’t approve of its use in that case. 

Cameras are also used for tolling itself in a number of places on Highway 407 in Toronto, one 

third of the transactions every day, 70,000- 80,000 transactions a day, are done by license plate 

imaging with a camera. Then the license plates are matched to the motor registry database with 

the name and address of the owner of the vehicle and they’re tolled through the mail. That’s also 

a similar system is in use in Melbourne, Australia, the city link and in Israel, just a month ago 

they opened their first toll road, the Trans-Israel Highway, up along the green line there, just 

south of the line. They’ve also used the same technology which is based on Hughes Aircraft’s 

imaging hit on the Maverick missile 3 that does pattern matching and is extremely high quality 

license plate recognition technology. 

MR. LIEBMANN: The transponder, , costs what, and is obtained how? 

MR. SAMUEL: The transponder costs about $20.00- $25.00. Half of the cost of that is the 

battery, which is a long life battery. About a seven or eight year battery. 

MR. LIEBMANN: And that is attached where? 

MR. SAMUEL: Oh, it’s normally put in the windshield of the car, near the rear vision mirror. 

It’s usually placed there and it communicates with an antenna that is either hung on sign edging 

or on an arm from a post, or in the canopy of the toll plaza, up around the 14 foot height. Around 

that height. So, it’s very short-range radio communication which occurs very quickly, in just 2 or 

2 milliseconds, the radio communication back and forth. It operates at a high frequency but, 

essentially its not different from garage door openers. Its more sophisticated. It works at high 

speed and frequency but it’s essentially doing the same thing as you do when you open your 

garage door. 

MR. LIEBMANN: The EZ-Pass works how? 

MR. SAMUEL: You have to establish an account with an EZ-Pass and normally you give them 

the right to debit your credit card or direct to your bank account or else you can pay by check if 

you want to. It compiles the trips and debits the account. They actually, I think, normally do 

prepayment. You have to put $30.00, $40.00, or $50.00 in at the start so it would be a debiting 

against that and when the balance gets to a certain level then an agreement that you sign when 

you sign up, you give them the right to debit your credit card when the balance gets down. 

MR. LIEBMANN: Are there privacy concerns? Are you compiling a central record or are there 

other ways of doing it so that this is as anonymous as using a garage door opener? 



MR. SAMUEL: There are different approaches to the privacy issue. It does get raised by people 

concerned with privacy and in Singapore and Japan they both have systems that don’t depend on 

a central database. Particularly in Singapore. The whole electronic funds transfer is done 

between a smart card that is inserted in the transponder. The smart card is a stored value card 

with a chip in it that gets filled up with a certain value of funds and that money is transferred to 

the Land Transportation Authority which runs the tolling in Singapore instantaneously. 

So they have no central database there, no records of who has paid. That system is compulsory. 

In Singapore everyone has to have them, a transponder and there’s no other way of paying. 

No one forces you to have a transponder. You can still pay cash if you want to and indeed, the 

privacy issue is addressed also by arrangements to have an anonymous account without a name 

and address on it that they could just get an account at the customer service center and put in 

money there. Very few people do that. In fact, I think, my personal opinion is the privacy issue is 

an issue of sort of policy works, and lawyers and activists, rather than a major public issue 

because very few people seem to take advantage of the anonymous accounts. 

Roads are public places, anyone can observe you going on them. Photography is perfectly 

legitimate, of course, in surveillance, in public places it’s perfectly legitimate, the Courts have 

always decided.  

In my personal opinion, privacy is greatly overrated as an issue but there are ways to address that 

issue if you want to. There are technological ways of doing that. 

MR. LIEBMANN: In terms of congestion pricing, time of day pricing, if one were to attempt to 

implement on an existing road, without any extension of capacity, is that political non-starter or 

are there ways of regaining the proceeds? 

For example, putting all the proceeds in a pool, allowing all the residents of a county to share in 

a reduction of their annual registration fees? It might make it more politically more palatable to 

do that. Do you have any reactions to that? 

MR. UTT: Peter’s right in one of his polls that showed that people preferred tolls to taxes. But 

they prefer nothing to those two, if given the choice. The message that Congress seems to get 

when they decide to toll or not toll about this, is that people are opposed to everything. One 

particularly powerful lobby in transportation AAA is very strongly opposed to tolls and they 

would fight tooth and nail any effort to do existing roads. Now, one way to get over that is if one 

of the existing roads need very substantial renovation so you could essentially claim that the road 

is now fully depreciated of all federal contributions it has received and most of them are. The 

tolls could be designed to operate in ways that people would buy into. Extra roads, HOT lanes, or 

something like that. 

But I think you have to be willing to declare it. It is even more politically different to do an 

existing road than let’s say a new bridge which is obviously a new service. 



AUDIENCE MEMBER: The last thing that would be desirable here would be to sort of re-invent 

the cities. It’s been done in Trondheim and it’s now about to begin in London. But, apparently in 

those places, a lot of people view the program as adding revenues. It is not happening in a 

suburban setting in this country, when you’re not reinventing a city and you’re just trying to 

spread out the traffic on existing arteries. 

MR. ORSKI: Well, look what happened on 270. The original HOT lane idea was to be put on the 

Maryland to the Capital Beltway corridors in 1993, and the 495 Beltway. They looked at HOT 

lanes and the study came out in 2000 and showed them the cost of $1billion dollars to add two 

lanes, to make it ten lanes instead of eight. That’s from The Wilson Bridge, that’s 42 miles and it 

would cost only about $1 million dollars a year to operate buses, instead of going with the inner 

purple line also which does nothing to alleviate congestion. 

I mean, once again, I support it but there was this big hue and cry over it and that’s why the 

Montgomery County council wrote a letter also opposing HOT lanes on 270. They’re supporting 

it on US 50. Once again, put them into Prince George’s County but not here. Because they were 

talking about existing capacity. Some environmental groups support congestion pricing but I 

think they want to do it in existing capacity and they want the money to go into transit. They 

don’t want it to go into new lanes. That’s why I personally feel that if you’re going to do 

congestion pricing in HOT lanes, it has to be new capacity because I don’t think the public is 

going to support the situation where you have Lexus lanes on existing roads. If you build maybe 

they’ll support it. 

MR. SAMUEL: Can I just say something there. I think the only place where that’s really a 

possibility politically in the United States is in New York City. You’ve already got a lot of tolls 

there and you know you’ve got the Brooklyn Bridge, the Queen-Midtown Tunnel and then 

you’ve got four free bridges. You’ve got tolls already on the Hudson River. You’ve got no tolls 

coming down the east and west side and across 59th Street there. 

I think there’s a real argument for doing some kind of cordon pricing around Manhattan south of 

Central Park. I’ve looked at that very close and I think that might make a lot of sense, 

rationalizing the tolls and the lack of tolls on the East River bridges, and they need the money 

really badly. 

One of the things that I found when I look at these European experiments in some detail is that 

most of them mainly, but certainly the Norwegian ones were mainly motivated by raising money. 

It was almost an afterthought. They thought, well, we can manage traffic as a result of this, but 

there was a desperate need which resisted higher taxes. There was some desperate need for some 

modern highway facilities around Trondheim. They didn’t even bother with variable pricing. 

They were basically toll systems and a cordon is a very efficient toll system because no one can 

get around it. Now it happens that they’ve made use of that in order to do good things with 

variable prices. 

The basic political drive was to raise money for highway works. I think in the case of London the 

basic drive is to raise money for transit there. 



MR. ORSKI: I just wanted to comment a little bit on what Peter has just said and ask him a 

question. First, as far as political acceptance of pricing is concerned, I think the California 

experience shows that people are willing to pay tolls if they receive a benefit from it. That is the 

secret of the HOT lanes. The HOT lanes provided the network service and is superior to the 

lower service obtained in the regular lanes. 

MR. SAMUEL: Can I interject here? They pay very high tolls too. On most premium service 

lanes they are paying tolls that are several times the tolls that people pay on normal toll roads. 

But, if the toll is perceived as a penalty or an instrument of trying to influence people’s driving 

habits, I think it’s a non-starter. 

MR. LIEBMANN: Let’s talk about another matter which doesn’t involve funding, that is 

information. The information you get about traffic flow on the roads now is primarily 

information you get after you’ve committed yourself and you’re already out of your garage and 

on the highway. You get traffic ‘copter information. You may, on some roads, see signs which 

tell you whether the roads are congested or not. 

Do you think any benefit would arise if the highway authorities would simply publish in the local 

weekly papers, half hour by half hour traffic patterns along the most congested arteries. Would 

this have a tendency to encourage people to drive earlier or later?  

MR. SAMUEL: Well, you already have real time information on the Internet. I mean, you can 

obtain real time information about traffic, the speed of traffic or the volume of traffic, simply by 

logging on one of those sites that States and county departments of transportation have. 

MR. LIEBMANN: How many people know this and how many people use it? 

MR. SAMUEL: I think very few people actually do that. But there is a theoretical means of 

obtaining that kind of information. I don’t think it’s very useful. 

MR. ORSKI: I think as a user or a potential user of these systems, of course a lot of these things 

are funded out of the intelligent highways program that has millions of dollars to do these things. 

So if your new fancy signs are going up across the interstate, it was funded by the federal 

government. 

The problem I have found in the Virginia attempts to give you information is the information is 

not really good. It’s often delayed and when the situation changes that doesn’t change. We have 

discovered that the most efficient thing to do would be traveling on 95 or if you do it during the 

day, is to ignore all the warnings because they tend to be something that happened and by the 

time you get there it’s been cleaned up. I think that people don’t check because it’s not valuable 

information.  

So I think we have a long way to go between promise and performance but it’s a potentially good 

idea. The problem is that on many places, like 95, we don’t have an option other than, let’s say, 

calling up Ken and saying, Ken, can I come and stay the night with you? 



AUDIENCE MEMBER: I live in Montgomery County and we have an incredible system here. 

They have on their cable channel, during rush hour, morning and evening, they show all these 

key intersections throughout the county, they show the Beltway, they show everything. The 

counts are not necessarily going to do anything, because everybody thinks they can get on that 

freeway and I shudder to think that we want to have people getting up earlier to go to work than 

we are now. 

What they need in this county, what the need in the state of Maryland, and all over this country is 

more road capacity and they need better transit solutions than what we’re getting right now with 

fixed rail. So the idea of telling people that if you go at 7:30 you’re only going to hit 150,000 

versus 8:00, I don’t think most people are really going to care. If they have to get to work at 9:00 

or if you get in at 8:30. 

We’re going to have an 18 hour rush hour in 2015 if we don’t do something. Eighteen hours a 

day we will have rush hour in this county. All we have is 270 and the Beltway as our only 

limited access freeways. 

MR. ORSKI: The problem is the unpredictability of the accidents. I mean, if you have an 

accident at 7:30 when the traffic is still light, you may have a gigantic back-up just as easily as at 

8:00. So really the ITS, intelligent transportation information systems, are aimed not so much at 

predicting delays. They’re also used to compel local authorities to clear up accident scenes more 

quickly. They are useful, but as far as the influence on the personal driving is concerned, I have 

some doubts. 

MR. SAMUEL: I think the Connecticut turnpike’s traffic has increased very seriously since 

tolling was eliminated and congestion is much worse. Many people in Connecticut say it was a 

mistake that they lost a valuable revenue source and now they’re debating possibly how they are 

going to finance the widening of it or managing it better. Its flow is much worse than the New 

Jersey Turnpike or the Garden State Parkway. 

It’s a mess and I think they made a mistake. 

You know, sometimes these decisions are taken in a very emotional climate. 

MR. LIEBMANN: On Glendening’s point, do you feel that any common studies comparing the 

gasoline tax and tolling systems, in terms of their impact on income groups? It strikes me that the 

tolling system in Montgomery County where people commute from farthest out and who tend to 

be wealthier than the average individual might be more progressive in impact than gasoline 

taxes. Do you know if there are studies along those lines? 

MR. UTT: I know of one which is about 12 or 13 years ago when there was talk of using the gas 

tax to reduce the deficit. If anybody remembers Ross Perot’s proposal to raise it $0.50 per gallon. 

There was some studies a couple of years before which show that states that would be most 

heavily impacted, I know that Tennessee and Texas would be the most heavily impacted because 

people tend to drive further distances and I think states like New York and most of them on the 

East Coast would be less impacted. At least at that time, states like Tennessee and Texas 



certainly had a lower standard of living, certainly lower wages, but I don’t know about, you 

know, within a state or within a city having an impact. 

All taxes are unfair. Every tax is based on who wouldn’t pay. Property taxes are extremely 

progressive in New Jersey and some other states. 

MR. LIEBMANN: So if such a study were done, the result would probably show the tolls are 

less regressive than the gasoline tax and that would be a point in your favor. 

MR. SAMUEL: The other question relates to the impact the gasoline tax in light of new 

automobile technology which are really categories of driver who aren’t going to be paying a 

gasoline tax either because they aren’t using gasoline, they use some other fuel or they’re using 

much less gasoline. So the impact of the gasoline tax is going to be more and more arbitrary in 

terms of the people who pay for the revenue. 

As to progressiveness across income groups there are studies you can pick up in Los Angeles. 

It’s very easy to do those studies about who pays, who is paying or not and as you mentioned the 

gasoline tax is very simple. It costs about $0.08, $0.10, $0.30 divided by miles per gallon. 

MR. SAMUEL: Except for the very poor who drive big old cars with horrible fuel mileage. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I think the reason why Gov. Glendening killed the HOT lane thing was 

because he doesn’t like roads. He doesn’t want to add lanes, he doesn’t want to add bridges–  

MR. SAMEL: Well, he actually said that in some of the things he wrote in USA Today, he 

actually added in the smart growth argument. Saying that we shouldn’t be reducing congestion 

because what we want to do is get people on the trains. He actually said that in USA Today. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: He has bought into this very, very extreme philosophy which not all the 

environmental groups want necessarily that you have to have only trains, you have to have only 

transit, and he is programmed to just don’t believe in fine reality and how the world really works. 

Maryland is becoming more and more suburban, less and less urban under his administration. 

More and more people are driving and less people are living in the city of Baltimore and using 

transit. In Maryland, especially in Maryland, when you have rail up in Baltimore, there are a lot 

of people who think that we can get by with rail. Whereas in California, everyone has to drive. 

Therefore, that’s probably why you see that kind of support here. 

You tried to add a road, like the Montrose Parkway which was like two miles long, you have to 

go through 20 alternatives and five years of facility planning to get the road through. 

So people are willing to fight roads and in that whole debate in 2001 on this, there was incredible 

outcry on talk radio about the idea of converting the HOV lanes on 270 to toll lanes. So he got 

that message that nobody wants it and he has used opposition as the vehicle to cancel road 

projects. Unless the politicians and civic groups, and the citizens step forward and say they want 

something, these politicians just aren’t going to move. 



MR. LIEBMANN: To what extent would deregulation of taxis increase the mass transit capacity 

in the Washington area? We still have a medallion system for taxis in Baltimore City. It’s like 

the system in New York, and San Francisco. In Washington, there is open entry. 

MR. SAMUEL: They’re not really competively based, I mean, you know, the DC cabs cannot 

pick up in Montgomery County and I think Virginia. Your Virginia cabs can’t pick up in 

Maryland either. So it’s very much the old style of essentially preserving a monopoly. There is a 

monopoly in Montgomery County pretty much. While all taxis are not considered mass transit, it 

makes sense that they’re now considering people who take taxis to work as mass transit users 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I’ve been doing a lot of study on taxis. To answer your question, 

Montgomery County has Chapter 53 of the Montgomery County Code which regulates taxicabs 

and the executive sets the number of taxis. They’re set to fund 600. It hasn’t changed in six or 

eight years. Barwood has about 80% of those. There are three other companies, Action, 

Montgomery and Regency, which have about the other 20%. Barwood has bought this monopoly 

because the other companies went out of business. 

Nobody could make money, so he just bought the licenses for them. He has about 20 or30 sitting 

in a lot that aren’t running because they can’t get drivers. So the 600, he can’t even get out of the 

road because there’s no drivers. It’s an interesting point. I would like to talk about it because I’m 

interested in the taxi system which we haven’t talked about as an alternative, everybody ignores 

it. 

I did a little study for the County, the Committee on Aging asked me to compare senior buses 

which take them from their home to the senior center versus ride sharing where you can run four 

people in a cab. I showed it’s cheaper for the County to pay for a cab ride than to take a bus and 

run them to the center. It costs $6.00 a seat. Government is no longer competent to manage our 

transportation. They don’t have the political will, they don’t have the technical competency, and 

it looks like the taxis are a regular failing. The other alternative is for civil engineers, private 

enterprise, the transportation technologists, they have the will, they have the competency but 

they don’t have the money and so tolls are a natural topic to be talking about by a group with 

these kinds of characteristics. Also, tolls could raise money as a business profit. Make more 

money than taxes, New York City urbanized by taking transportation and putting it under an 

authority which is out of politics. It not only pays for itself it provided for additional expansion 

of roads. Somehow this County which is going through urbanization, or a denser suburbia, needs 

to find a non-profit, private agency outside of politics, get those incompetents out of it and then 

the people can solve the problem, solve it and pay for it with tolls and other means. 

MR. JERRY KRESGE: In New York, the IRT, which is a 1904 construction, was private. The 

BMT, the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Company was private. Most of their construction in New 

York City was done privately. After the depression the stuff fell apart, that’s when the city took 

it over and the amount of miles built since the city took it over, I think is actually negative. 

They’ve actually torn out miles and miles of track. 



You take all of that, coupled with a total lack of interest in the things that drive up the costs of 

rail and mass transit. The labor union contracts, the provisions making it impossible to 

discontinue unused bus lines and all the other things that riddle mass transit. 

MR. REID: Well, I guess that my feeling is that the reason environmental groups in this area are 

so fenced in on a fixed rail solution is because one, they want an inflexible system, I think that 

they sort of think that the good old days of the bus going around and trolleys was great because 

we live in the cities and we all knew each other. They have a sort of mythical vision of how life 

should be and you know, we should preserve all these rural lands and put everybody in urbanized 

settings. 

One of the hidden agendas actually is to rob the trust fund because they know these projects are 

expensive and they know that if they can take more and more money away from highways and 

fixed rail solutions then they will supposedly stop sprawl. It ain’t going to happen. If anything, if 

we don’t invest in highways in urban and the older suburbs, people are going to move further and 

further from there, out into Frederick County, further out where I live, in Leesburg. I mean, 

people are going to move, to get away from the traffic, to get away from the congestion. 

That’s why, unfortunately, they are better organized and in some cases better funded. The 

business groups go from one subject to the other. The Montgomery County election was the first 

time that businesses teamed up with civic activists, like Jerry, to actually throw the congestion 

coalition out of office. 

MR. LIEBMANN: Let me raise another topic of discussion that hasn’t been discussed much and 

that is, degradation of roads through curb cuts to the point where new parallel roads have been 

built.  

Ritchie Highway is one classic example, but I suspect that Route 355 is another one. 

`The Maryland law on curb cuts hasn’t changed much since the 1930s. As long as you are not 

totally landlocking someone, he has no God given right because he owns property on a new road, 

to cut to get into it. The underlying premise the highway departments seem to operate under is a 

different one. Unless it’s a expressway, almost anyone can enter if anybody wants to and the 

cumulative impact on the road is a matter of indifference. Do any of you have comments on that? 

MR. REID: Yes, if I could comment. Montgomery County has what they call an adequate public 

facilities law. The adequate public facilities says you can’t build additional units of housing or 

offices or jobs if they don’t meet the standard. The standard is such an impossible standard to 

meet that basically, even if you had half, you will not exceed their requirable limits. I proposed 

that they change and state that if you can’t cross an intersection through light cycles, then you 

have congestion. They refuse to make any changes. 

They are on the books, they sound nice, but in reality they don’t work. 

In Montgomery County, 355 was always meant to be a freeway. In 1964, Montgomery County 

adopted Regis and Carter’s plan and 270 was always intended, it was called 240 back then, or 



Route 50, it was intended to be a freeway. I-95 was another corridor in Prince George’s County 

and we were supposed to have the inter-county connector and our Beltway to connect these 

suburban areas. What happened was it never happened. 270 was deemed the only corridor 

through development. But it’s still a limited access freeway and 355 did get those curb cuts, true, 

but so did other routes. Now we have a situation where they think that they can build roads with 

curb cuts and intersections and that will solve the problem. It won’t. It’s a limited access freeway 

that we’re thirsting for in the Washington area and we don’t have it — 

MR. SAMUEL: There is a technique, the frontage road, seen in the appearance of Route 50 from 

Annapolis to the Bay Bridge. Texas is the land of the frontage road. Every highway in Texas has 

to provide, if it doesn’t provide direct assess, there has to be a frontage road alongside of it. 

They’ve developed a whole freeway system based on slip ramps from the main lanes of the 

freeway onto the frontage road and then the frontage roads go into intersections. 

For a long time Texas built very few freeway and freeway interchanges. They simply used 

frontage roads and the intersections to the frontage roads from the cross streets. Now they’re in a 

terrible mess because the frontage roads don’t carry the volumes of traffic so the whole highway 

establishment in Texas is turned against the frontage roads because of the mess they have 

inherited as a result of that. They are very heavily entrenched in practice there. It’s very 

interesting. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: These are some figures I’ve heard. I’m wondering if you could confirm 

them. One was that the number of registered cars increases faster than the population and for 

each car, the number of miles driven increases faster than the number of cars. So there’s sort of a 

step function. I’m not sure on that, and would like your response. 

MR. SAMUEL: I think that was true up until the mid ’90s. 

One of the reasons for the continual decline in transit over that period is that from an income 

perspective, people no longer would probably use it if they have a car. Has filling in the 

inventory of people who need cars pretty much come to an end? I think you’re just seeing 

something that was more stable in the past. 

As I said, looking at the numbers over the 1990’s, the economy has year after year continually 

advanced faster than has usage of the automobile and you’re just seeing some of this. Driving is 

not peaking but not increasing as fast as it had been. 

As people become more prosperous they get more cars for different purposes but you can only 

drive one at a time. 

You’ve got your SUV for you weekend adventures and hunting trips and then your more modest 

size car for your commuting but you are only in one of them at a particular time. 

MR. REID: Well, let’s go back to the policy report where the environmental groups like to tout , 

that in 2050 with their vision of the future of Montgomery County with a transit and land use 

oriented scenario, that there would be a 37% reduction in vehicle miles traveled. The problem is, 



is that the Council of Governments has determined that there’s going to be 78% increase in 

VMT, vehicles miles traveled, just through 2025. What are you really getting? 

In 1968 only 30% of the people in this country owned two cars or more. It’s now up to about 

70%. Women, mothers in particular, or should I say parents who stay home with their kids or 

don’t work full-time are heavy users of cars and vehicles. They cannot depend on transit. As 

Jerry Garson has discovered, when school is out of session, in Montgomery County traffic flows 

very well. Why? Because more and more parents are driving their kids to school. They’re driving 

their kids to school because they are afraid to let them walk or they are afraid of the distances. I 

think the amount of kids who walk to school is down to 10% in this country. 

A lot of traffic is because of non-work related issues. That is 75% of the trips we take are non-

work related. Only 25% of the trips in the Washington area goes to commuting. This is why we 

need more road capacity. If you don’t build the roads here, people are just going to move further 

and further out. That’s what creates the sprawl problem that the environmentalists want stopped. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I heard a figure that of the increase in demand for transportation, 

however you calculate it, transit and pick out exactly what you mean by it, is only 3% of that 

increase in passenger miles or any other measure of transit demands. Does that sound about 

right? 

MR. UTT: MR. SAMUEL: That would probably be in the range as the numbers we’ve talked 

about today. About 4.5% of the people, they have been riding transit to get to work. Today there 

are only two metropolitan areas where transit use is above 10% . It’s been declining since the 

numbers began to be calculated in 1960. Including transit used for all trips, transit is about 1.9%. 

The share of all trips is now 1.9% and capturing 3% of the net increase sounds a little high. 

MR. ORSKI: The figure Ron has given you is perfectly right. There is however the danger in 

talking about statistics, national statistics, because transit is concentrated in a few major urban 

areas. In some areas, especially with the trip to downtown, transit plays a very important role. 

Even in Washington where something like 40% of the commuter trips to downtown are made on 

the metro. Yes, you can talk about national statistics but really in order to understand the politics 

of transit, you have to look at major, major metropolitan areas. There transit has, does, and 

always will, I think, play an important role. 

MR. SAMUEL: Well, half the transit in the country is in New York. Seventy-five percent of all 

to-work transit trips occur in several metropolitan areas. 42% of all transit is inner city. 

It’s really the downtown trip. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



Jacob Stein took part in the Bar Library Lecture Series on January 21, 2009 with a 

presentation on “Perjury, False Statements & Obstruction of Justice.”  Generous with his time, 

Mr. Stein was generous in other ways as well as indicated by the language in the preface to the 

third volume of Legal Spectator from which the following was taken.  Mr. Stein wrote "This 

book is not copyrighted.  Its contents may be reproduced without the express permission of, but 

with acknowledgement to, the author.  Take what you want and as much as you want."  The 

works featured in the Legal Spectator, originally appeared in the Washington Lawyer, the 

American Scholar, the Times Literary Supplement, the Wilson Quarterly, and the ABA Litigation 

Section's publication.  I want to thank Bar Library Board of Director Henry R. Lord for his time 

and efforts in reviewing the writings of Mr. Stein for inclusion in the Advance Sheet.     

    

 

 

 

 


